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The  history  of  Richmond  Hill  Law  School,   Yadkin  County,
Nor'th,  Car'olina,   is   unique   and  r'ich   in  t;radition  from  its
beginning   ar>ound   l8L[.7,   until   it   closed   in  the   year   1877.
It  offered   legal  training  and   services   to  meet   th,e   educa-
tional  needs   of   the   boys   in  Nor.t;h   Car'olina   and   the   South.
It  was   a   challenge   t;o  meet;   these   needs   and   as   a   result   of
meeting  these  challenges,   this   institution  was  well
respected   and   admired  by  both,  state   officials   and   for'mer
students.     Through  this  admiration  and   I.espect   lies  pr'oof
that   it   successfully  achieved   its   airyis   and   objectives.
The  history  of  Richm.ond  Hill  hiaw  School  has  been  written
in  the  hope   of  preserving  the  record   of   its   achieve`ments
and   to   create   a   greater  appreciation  for  and  understanding
of  the   services   of.fer'ed  by   it;.
The  purpose   of  this   study  was   to   collect,   evaluate,
and   relate   the   data   of  Richmond  Hill  I,aw  School.     Since
the   school  under  that  name   officially  closed   in  1878,   it
was   important   to  preserve   the   stor'y  of  that   institut;ion.
It   is   possible   that  with,  t;he  passage   of  tim.e,   some   of   th,e
present  r>ecords  nigh,t  be   unavailable   and   the   factual   account
of  th,e  history  and   the   effor>t  to  pr'ovide  a   quality  of  legal
educat;ion  for  young  men  would  have   been  difficult   to   tr'ace.
The   methods   of  resear.ch  wh.ich  were   used   in  this
study  involved   a   gr.eat   deal   of  docunentarty  wor'k.      The
sparse  records   of  Richmond  Hill  Law  School  wer'e   all   avail-
able   in  the  Southern  Historical  Collection,   University  of
North  Car'olina.      In  addition  to   these   records,   wide   r>eading
in  the   gener'al   educational  history  of  RTor>th,  Carolina   was
done.     A  search  of  these  recor'ds  yielded   valuable   infor-
nation  which  was  useful  for  the  pr'epar'ation  of  a   chapter
on  the  background   of  Richmond,  Mumford   Pear'son.     A  review
of  newspapers  and  other  literature  yielded  vital  information
about  students  habits   and  the   type  of  training  that  existed
at  Richmond  Hill.
During  the   for.ty-five  years   critically  examined   in
this   study,   Pearson's   "boys''  were  trained   in  the  principle
and  practice   of  law  at  Mocksville   and   later'  at  Rich,mond
Hill   in  Yadkin  County,   North  Carolina.     Over   one   thousand
young  men  received   their  legal  training  under>  the  direction
of  this   controversial  man,   hence   it  was   significant   to
investigate   and   evaluate   this   ''old   time   law  school."
It  was   found   that  Richm.ond  Hill  law  School  h,ad   a
profound   influence  upon  North  Carolina   jurisprudence,
especially  in  the  last  half  of  the  ninet;eenth  cent;ury.
Many  pr'ominent  men  of  the  State  I.eceived   their  legal   tr'aining
at  this  inst;itution.
Some   of  the   conclusions   drawn  from   this   study  wer'e:
(i)   Richmond  Hill  flaw  School   served   a   very  useful  pur'pose
by  providing   low-cost   legal   tr>aining   for   the  young  men  Who
att;ended,    (2)   its   graduates  were   generallu  believed   to  be
well  educated   and  werie   usually  very  loyal  to   their  alma
mater,    (3)   the   school  was   served   by   a   dedicated  man  whose
contributions   to  the   cause  of  legal  education  was   outstanding,
and   (Li.)   the   name,   Richmond   Hill  Law  School,   is   now   a   part   of
hist0r.y.
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CHAPTER   I
PEARSON'S   LIFE   AND   EDUCATION
Regal  history,   although,  one  of  the  oldest   subjects
of  historical  scholarship,   has  been  one   of  the  most  neglected
fields   in  the  South.     Throughout  the  ante-bellum.  period
var'ious   schools,   devoted   to   the   study  of  special   subjects,
flourished   in  North  Carolina.     Among  these  were   law  sch,ools,
which  played  a   significant  part   in  the   development  of  th,e
political  life  of  the   state.     They  wer.e  usually  taught  by
prominent  lawyers   and/or   judges.     They  found  that  teaching
jurisprudence  was   a   good  way  to   supplem.ent   their   income
and,   after'  retiring,   to  add   to  their'  savings.
In  the   state  legislat;ures,   lawyers  generally  con-
stitute  between  twenty  and   twenty-f ive  per  cent  of  the
membership,   and   the  percentage  may  run  as  high  as  forth  in
son.e   states.i     If  the  bar  has  played   a  major'  role   in
furnishing  the  United  States  its  chief  executives2  and   its
lawmaker's,   it  has   exercised   an  even  in.or>e   dominant   r'ole   in
the   judicial  branch  of  government.     Throughout   the  nation's
history,   I;he   judiciary--federal,   state,   and   local--has  been
Staffed   aim.ost  exclusively  by  persons   trained   in  jupispru-
LEsther  Eucile  Brown,   Lawyers,
(New  York:   Russell   SagePublic  Service
p.   lt).
2Ib_i±.,   p.17.
Ijaw  Schools   and   th,e
tion,Hh.FT
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dence.     It   is   an  accepted   fact   that   law-trained  persons  have
maintained   an  almost   complete  monopoly  over   the   judicial
branch   of  governm.ent   and  have   exerted   a   considerable   contr>ol
over  t;he   other  two  branches.     In  spite   of  this   phenomenal
record   in  official  life,   the  orientation  of  the  bar  has
always   been  toward   t;he   private   pr'actice   of  law.     hiawyers
have  been  prepared  by  the   law  schools   for  private  prac-
tice,   and   the   great  major.ity  of  them  have   engaged   in  it.
Through  inclination  or  cir>cumstance  however,   a
considerable  number  have   entered  politics.     Thus   law-
trained   individuals,   as   the   interpr>eter.s   of  and   the   fr'amers
of  new  laws   and  I.egulations,   have   played   an  important   and
decisive   role   in  the  histor>y  of  RTor'th  Carolina.
For  many  yearis   Richm.ond   Mumfor'd   Pearson  of   RTorth
Carolina   conducted   a   school  devoted   to   teaching   students
jurisprudence.     During  its  day  its  reputation  substantiated
the  belief   of  many  people   that   it  was   preeminent   among  law
schools   in  this   country.     Certainly  not  many  in.en  ever
developed  more  fully  the  ability  to     influence  their  pupils
than  did  Judge  Pearson.
As   a   comm.on   law   lawyer>,    Judge   Pear.son,    according   to
Waiter  Clank,   was  without   a   superior   in  the  State   and
possibly  out  of  it.     This   fact  has  been  acknowledged  by  the
State  Bar  as  truth  for  years.     His   imprint  upon  jurispru-
dence   in  the  State  was  grieat,   but   in  the   opinion  of  the
writer,   based  upon  the   critical   study  of  Pear'son,   it  was
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not  fr.om  the  bench  that  he  wielded  his   greatest   influence,
but  through  his   teaching   jurispr'udence.
By  his   students,   Pear.son  was   r'egar>ded   as   the   greatest;
of  benefactors   and,   in  fact,   the  greatest   ''teacher'  of  the
age.'t3     One   of  his   students  went   even  so   far.   as   to   say:
His   character   and   for.ce   truly  displayed   themselves
in  the   lectur'e  room,   and   no  man,   however  great   the
grasp  of  his   intellect,   but  felt  and  cherished  the
magnetic   thrill  which,  per.vaded  all  the   intel
of  his  natur'e  when  this  great  master  taught.
18ence
Richm.ond  M.   I'earson  became   a   prominent   figure   in
RTorth  Carolina.     His   learning   and   acuteness  made   him  famous
as   a   lawyer   and   law  teacher.     He  was   a   judge   for   forty-one
years   continously,   except  for  eight  in.onths   in  1865.     Of
these,   twenty-nine  years  wer.e   spent   on  the  Supr'eme   Cour't
bench;   dur'ing  ijwenty  of  th,era,   he  was   Chief  Justice   of  that
high  tr'ibunal.     His   judicial   car'eer'  lc)egan  at   the   age   of
thirty-one  years,   after  a  few  years   service   in  the  General
Assembly  and  a   lar'ge  practice   at   the  bar.
Pearson's   nan.e   lives   on   in  RTorth  Car.olina.     He   has
often  been  term.ed  by  Waiter  Clark  and  many  others   as   th,e
leader  of  the  North  Carolina  Bar  for  practically  all  the
ante-bellum  period   of  INorth  Car.olina   h,istor'y.     Many  of  the
lawyers   of  note   in  INorth  Car'olina   duriing  this   period,
received   their  legal  training  at  his  famous  law  school   at
3Raleigh   Observer.,    J.anuar'y   8,   1878.
i,.Ibid.
LI.
''Richm.ond  Hill."     One   observer   says   that   if  by  chance   ''som.e
member   of   the   Bar  had   been  educated   elsewher'e,   he   was   some-
what   looked   down  upon  by  his   pr'ofessional  brethren,t'   and
not  r'egarded   as   "belonging  to   the   aristocr.acy  of   intellect
which  distinguished  the  lawyers  of  the  Pearson  trained
school"5
ENo   analysis   of  the   court   decisions  was  undertaken  in
this   study,   as   to  do   so  would   involve   legal  t;echnicalities
that   are  not   easily  understood   except  by  member.s   of  the
legal  profession.     A  few   statements   of  certain  important
outposts   in  Pearson's   career  however,   are   in  order'   and
should  be  made   for  the   lre`cord.
He  was  widely  known  for  his   deep  knowledge   of  the
principles   of  t.he   great  brianch  of  knowledge--common  law.     It
had  been  his   intention  to  write  a   textbook  on  his   favorite
subject,   but  .h,is   elevation  to   the  Suprem.e   Court  bench  pr'e-
vented   its   prepar'ation.     Also,   John  Adams  published   a   book6
on  the   subject;   about   the   sam.e   tim.e   and   Pear'son  saw  no   need
of  duplicating  that  great  work  with,  a  publication  of  his
Own.
Pear'son  held   judicial  power  at   a   cr.itical  period   in
5R.   a.   lawrence,   The   State,
6Toha  Adams    (1813?-18h
English  work  of  great  merit.
September  I.,   1939,   P.   9.
8),   The   Doctrine   of
rtextbook
EL9±-i-tz¥'    an
This   was   a   choic
that  Pearson  cited  most  often  in  his   court  decisions
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the  history  of  the  State.     He  was  Chief  Justice  during  the
Civil  War  when  there  was   a  bitter  conflict  between  the   courts
and  th,e  military.     He  also  headed  the  Court  during  the  trying
period   of  reconstruction,   when  the   abolition  of  slaver'y  and
the   tur'm.oil  of  the  war  raised  many  new  and   cliff icult   legal
problems.     Many  of  these   cases  were   presented   to  hi.s   court
as   cases  without   precedent.
He  was   Chief  Justice  when  a   new  State  Constitution
was   adopted,   under  which  the   old   common  law   system   of
pleading,   with  which  t;he  bar  was   so   familiar,   was   abolished.
In  its  place,   one  court,  having   jurisdiction  over  both  law
and   equity,   was   established.     This  radical   change,   both  in
practice   and.   in  pr>ocedure,   produced  many  gr'ave   and   per-
plexing  problem.s   involving  the   construction  of  the  new
Constit;ution   (which,  came  before   the  court  for  settlement).
Once  political   anim.osity  had   subsided,   the   character'
of  Richmond  Mumford  Pearson  loomed   the   larger  in  retrospect.
Time  has   demonstr'ated   th,at  he  was   one   of  the  State's
greatest  legal  and  political  figures,   and  his  name  will  long
be  r'e".embered  within  the  State's  borders   and  possibly  the
nation,
As   late   as   1876,   David  Schenck  still   spoke   of  his
for'mer  instructor  with  admiration.     Schenck  wrote   .in  his
t'Journal"   on  December  31  of  that  year,   ''His  giant   intellect
is   Sti.|| ..uni,xp;pairied,   and   the  resources   of  his  in.ind   seem.
inexhaustable.     He  was  in.y  old  preceptor  and   I  have  great
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veneration  for  him.'t7
Richm.ond   FTum..ford   Pearson  was   born   June   28,   1805,   near
the   town  of  Cooleemee,   North  Car'olina,   in  the   lower  valley
of  the  South  Yadkin  Riveri.8    The  place  of  his  birth,   ''the
first  Richmond  Hill,'t   is   said  to  have  been  located  where   the
Cooleemee   Cotton  FTills   now   stand.9     His   father,   Colonel
Richm.ond  Pearson,   came   to   the   South  Yadkin  River.  Valley  at
the   age   of  nineteen.     He  was   of   an  old   ar>istocratic  Vir-
ginia   family  from.  the  Dinweddie  valley  area.     The   elder
Pearson  became   a   planter.,   in.erchant,   and  mill   owner.     He
soon  acquir'ed   a   small   f.ortune   and   a  reputation  for  honesty.
At   the   outbreak  of  the  Revolutionary  War,   the   elder  Pear.son
becam.e   a   lieutenant   in  Captain  Bryan'a   RTor'th  Carolina
Company.     Pearson  and  Bryan  held  different  political  views,
so  it  was  inevitable  that  they  sh,ould.  fight  on  different
sides   during  the  Revolution.     Colonel  Pearson  settled  the
political  affirmity  of  the   Com.pany  by  w.hipping  his  captain
in  a  fist  fight.L0
Pearson  became   a   Captain  in  the  Revolutionary  Army
7David  Schenck's   "Journal,t'  Volume   3,   December   31,
:8:!i  c:::i:::?he::I::::::::a:i:::i::t::E;nT:iv?::i::a:f"
8John  H.  Theeler,
olina,   2  volumes   (Philade
Company,
Histor'ical  Sketches North  Carl-
incott,   Grambo   a
1881),11,   p.   385.     Her'einafter   cited   as  Wheeler,
Histor'ical  She tches,   11,   385
9Raieigh ng al Obser'ver,   December   i,    19L|.0.
1°Theeler,   HistorSical  Sketches 11'   385.
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and  was   assigned   t;o  harrass   General   Cornwallis's   advance
into  Nor'th  Carolina.     He  was  present  when  Cornwallis   crossed,
Cowan's  Ford   on  the   Oatawba   River'   in  1781,   and  witnessed   the
fall  of  the  br'ave  General  William  Davidson.1l
After  the  war  ended,   Colonel  Pearson  lived.  in  the
uncertain  prosper'ity  character'istic  of  Piedmont  North  Car-
olina  in  the  early  nineteenth  century.    After  t;he  War  of
1812,   this  uneasy  prosperity  ended  altogether.     Poor  trans-
por'tation,   combined  with  a   collapse  in  prices  brought   about
his  downfall,   and  he   d,led   in  1819,   a  poor   and.  broken  man.
The  futur>e  Chief  Justice's  prospects  in  life  were
at  a  low  ebb.     He  was  left  penniless   and,  without   an  education.
All  was  not  lost  however,   because  his   two  older  half  broth,eris
agreed.  to  finance  his  ed,ucation.     One   of  them,   Jesse  A.
Pearson,   represented  Rowan  Count;y  in  the  House   of  Goruri'ions.
As  a   colonel,  he  had  ridden  with  General  Joseph  Graham
against   the  Creek  Indian  RTation  in  l8lLi..     He  became  widely
known  for  his  d,uel  with,  Mumford.  Stokes,   a  former  governor
of  the  State.     Later  he  bacame   a  major  general  in  the
militia   and  a  large   land  broker.     "Cooleemee,"   the  Peter
Hairston  plantation,   was   pur'chased,  from.  J-esse   Pearson.12
J.  J-.  ::=fg: E#Ei:,p#.ERE2f
of  Rowan
12Theeler,  Historical  Sketches
_9__qu_n_I_¥   (Salisbury:
'   11,   385.
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The  other  half  brot;her,   Joseph  I'earson,   also  repre-
sented  Rowan  County  in  the   House   of   Com.mons.     fiike   all  members
of  the   I'earson  family,   J.oseph  was   a   strong  Union  man.     From
1809   to   1815,   he  was   a  men.ber   of  Congress.13     Dur>ing   these
six  years  yoimg  Richmond   lived  on  h,is  brot;her's  plantation,
''Brentwood.''     Joseph  later  enriolled  Richm.ond   in  a   Catholic
primary  school   in  Washington,   D.Cr.Lh.    According   to  his
letters  young  Richm,ond   seemed  to  enjoy  attending  this
school   ''better  than  any  other  school  I  have   attended."L5
He   especially  liked.  the   ''pr.emiuns"   that  were   awarded  for
merit;   in  studies   and  behavior   and  promised.  to  wr'ite
imm.ediately  when  he  received.  one.     His   letters   ind.icated
that  on  at  least;  two  occasions  he  felt  that  he   should.  have
received  "premiums"   that  went   to  other  boys.L6     In  Wash-
ington,  Bichm.ond  was  baptized  by  Archbiship  J.ohn  Caroll  of




United.  Stat;es   Gove
of  the  Amer'ican
ing  Office,
8ongre s s ,
ic 1950),
1h.Jud.ge  `Robert   Paine  Dick,   ''Mem.orial  Add,ress   on  the
Life   and  Character'  of  Richmond  Munford  Pearson,   Chief
Justice  of  North  Carolina,"  d,elivered  at  Raleigh  on  the
occasion  of  the  unveiling  of  th.e  monument   to  Pearson's
?::::?::nB::::;:e#:::::i:::::::a.i:8:.(3:le:g::i::Tse:nd
lfaichmond  M.   Pearson  to  his  mother>,   Apr.il   lil.,   18??,
in Richmond.  M.   Pearson  Papers,   Th,e  Southern  Hist;orical  Col-
lection,   University  of  INorth  Carolina.
16Ibid.
17Dick,   ''Memorial  Address,'t   p.   5.
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somewhat  d.isenchanted  by  this  faith  because  he  became   an
Episcopalian.18
I'earson  was  priepared.  for   college   in  a   typical   academy
of  the  day--the  Statesville  Acad.emy.     At  that  time  the
academy  was   the  principal  source   of  secondary  education  in
North  8ar'olina.     The   acad.em.y,   during  the   ante-bellum  period,,
placed  more   emphasis   on  Greek  and  Latin  than  d.id.  the   sub-
scription  schools.     The  quality  of  instr.uction  varied
considerably  from  one   academy  to   anot;her.     It  was   a   for-
tunate   town  or  community  that   could,  boast   of  an  acad.em.y
whose  master  was  university-trained..     Some   acad,emies  were
staffed,  by  clergymen.     Discipline  was  usually  severe,   and.
in.oral  regularity  and.  religious  demeanor  were  virtues
emphasized  by  near>1y  all  of  them.19
The  Statesville  Acad.emy,   conducted  by  the  Rever'end
J.ohn  RTushat;,   was   such  a   school.     The  Reverend,  in?.   FTushat
had.  come   to   the  Statesville  Acad,emy  in  1815  and.  offered
his   student;s   Greek,   Latin,   and.  Hebrew  languages.     Other
subjects  were  -English  grammar,   geography.,   `Euclid's   elements
of  geometry,   natur.al  and  moral  philosophy,   rhetoric   and
logic.20    Reverend  Mr.  Mush,at  was   a  reputable   scholar  and   a
18INo  reason  for  this   change  of  faith  by  Pearson  is  known.
19Guion  a.riffs  Johason,
§::±:?  =;S;9?yp£:h3£;±3¥5=L:
Ante-Bellum  N-orth  Carolina;   A
The  Univers ty  of  North  Caro lima
2°Char'les  Lee   goon,    (ed.)   North  Car.olina   Schools   and
1790-18h.O=Acad,emies
the  North  Carolifla--flis
Histor
cal   Corm.issi




stern  taslaiiaster'.    He  felt  a  keen  responsibility  for  his
pupils.     By  1821,  he  had  published.  a   set   of  r'ules  which
undoubted.1y  had.  been  evolving  for   several  years.     These
rules  were  designed,  to  regulate  t;he  be`havior  of  the  pupils.
Each  student;   could,  select  a   st;ore  in  the   town  with  which  to
t;fade;   but   to  pr'event   extravagance   am.ong  the  youth,   a
monthly  check  would  be  mad,e   on  all  accounts.     Gambling  and
indulging  in  'tardent  spirits"  were  strictly.forbidden.    .A
in.ont;hly  check  with  the   local  tavern  keepers   and.  landlord,s
was   to  be  in.ade   to   insure   sobr.iety  and.  proper   conduct;   on  the
part  of  the  students.2L    Although  it  is  not  certain  what
percentage   of  these  rules  was  enforced  during  Pearson`s
stay  in  Statesville,   it  is  obvious  that  the  Rever'end  John
Mushat  was  not  a  man  to  tolerate  frivolity  and  moral  1axness
among  his   stud,ents.
One   of  Pearson's   schoolmates   at   this   acad.emy  was
William  Alexand,er  Graham,   the  future  United  St;ates  Senator,
Governor   of  North  Carolina,   Secretary  of  t;he  ITavy,   and
renowned  statesman.22
At  the  age   of  fifteen,   Pearson  entered  the  Univer.sity
of  RTorth  #arolina   at  Chapel  Hill.     Under  the  supervision  of
his  half-brothers,  he  had.  acquir'ed  a   sound  basic   educat;ion,
2ing.,  pp.  i87-i88.
22James  Albert  Hutchens,   '!The  Chief-J.usticeship  and  the
Public  Career  of  Richmond  in.   Pearson,   1861-1871,   ttunpublished,
ITasters  Thesis   (Chapel  Hill,1960),   p.   3.     IIereinafter  cit;ed,
as  Hutchens,   ''Ghief  Justice  Pear.son.''
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a  reverence   for   strong   central  government;,   and.  a   deep  seated
curiosity  about   jurisprudence.     Pearson  rein.ained  a   student
at  the  University  for  t;hree  years.     It  seems  that  at  the
Universit;y  he  gained.  the  respect  of  his  professors  for  his
d,iligent   stud,y.     In  1823  he  grad,uated,  from  the  Univer'sity,
where  he  -Shared  top  honors   in  a   class  of  twenty-eight
S bud,ent s . 23
Knowledge  was  not  the  only  i;king  Pearson  acquir'ed  at
Onapel  Hill':     It   is   said  that  Pearison  was   one   of  the  ring-
lead,eps  when  nineteen  out   of  the  twent;y-eight  members   of
the  Senior  Class   of  1823  decid.ed,   after   t;hey  had.  passed
their  final  exam.inations,   to  celebrate  the  event  by  having
a   t'high  old   time.'`2Ll.    They  proceeded   to  gather   a   large
quantity  of  whiskey  and  brandy  and.  'tcarried  it  to  a  gusling
spring  north  of  the  villege,   known  as  Foxhall   .   .   .'`25    |t
seem.s   that  all  ninet;een  of  them  then  proceeded  to  get   on  a
ttglorious  drunk.t'26    Among  these  fest;ive  youths   of  1823
were   a   future  Chief  J.ustice   of  th,e  Supreme  Court   of  RTorth
Garolina,   a  State   Treasur>er',   two   judges   of  the  Superior
Ciourt,   four  prominent  physicians,   several  outstanding  lawyers
:::=ei;::#?=:#::li#:::y:#:¥e::::i:;:r¥:#:a
as  Bat;tie,   History  9£  IE[£.
2hERE.,   pp.   290-291.
25|bid.         26|bid.
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and,'several  first  rate   citizens.27    Thus,   at  Chapel  Hill,
Pear.son  became  familiar  with,  the   two   companions   of  his   life--
whiskey  and,   jurisprud.ence.
Jud,ge  Robert   P.   I)ick,   who  was   one   of  Pearson's   law
students   at   ''Richmond  IIill''   in  what   is  now  Yadkin  County,
stated  in  his  ''Memorial  Address'`  to  Pe:arson  that   at  the
University,   Peapson  ltd,evoted.  but  lit;tie   time  to  the  beauties
of  poetr'y  and  t;he  elegancies  of  polite  literature,'t  but  that
he  ttstud,led,  d.iligently  theclassics  prescr>ibed  in  the  col-
lege   curriculum   .   .   .'!28     J.udge  Dick  goes   on  to   say  that
Pearson  ''r'ead.  with  much  int;erest   and  care   the  histories   of
Greece   and  Rome,tt   and.   stud.led,  with  enthusiasm   and   absorbing
interest   the   .   .   .  history  of  England .... t'29    The
influence  of  this  diligent  study  remained.  with  Pearson
throughout  his  life.
Judge  Dick  also   stat;es   that   Pear'son  was   offered   a
tutor'ship  in  the  University  after  h,is  graduation,  but  that
he  d,eclined  the  honor  since  he  wanted  to  begin  t;he   stud.y  of
law   as   soon  as   possible.30
It   seems  that   early  in  life  Pear'son  had  determined.  to
enter  the  legal  profession,   and  ''in  the  bright  day-d,reams   of
boyhood  he  had  placed.  the  Chief  Just;iceship  of  the  Suprem.e
27Ibid .
28|)ick,   ''FTemorial  Ad.dress,"   P.13.
29EEL.,   p.   6.       30Ibid.
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Court   as   the  goal   of  his   ambition."3L
Another   of  Pear>son's   associates,   Jud.ge  Edwin  G.  Reade,
who   sat   on  the  Supreme   Court  Bench,   said   that  Pear'son
r'evealed  to  him  that  early  in  life  he  had.  three  aims:   (i)   to
marry  and  have   a   pr'osperous   family,    (2)   to  make   a   competent
for'tune,   and   (3)   to  be   Chief  Justice.32     Judge  Pear'son  suc-
ceed.ed  in  all  of  the  three  goals  of  his  life.
By  his  fir'st  wife  Pearson  had  ten  childr>en,   three  of
whom  survived  him.     Ther'e  were   six  daughter's,   Eliza,   who
married  EL?.   Burlock  of  Granville  Gounty,   and   set;tied   in
Hillsboro,   Texas.     His   second  daughter',   Ellen  Brent,   in.ar'ried
Governor  I)aniel  Fowle.     His  th,ird  daughter  FTary,   married,
Mr.  Hayne  I)avis,   of  Statesville,   Nor'th  Car'olina.     His  fourth
d.aughter  Sarah,   in.arried,  J.   IT.   Hobson,   and.  was   the  mother   of
Captain  Richmond  Pearson  Hobson  of  Spanish-Am.erican  War.
fame.     His  younger  daughters  Laura   and  FTar'garet  died
unmarried.     His   old,est   son  John H.   Pearson,   was   in  the
8onfeder>ate   Ar>my   and.  was   supposed.1y  a   handsome,   dashing
officer.     He  was  wounded  and  for  the  dur>ation  of  his   life
felt  the  effects  of  the  injury.     His  youngest  son,  Richmond,,
mar'ried,  Miss   Gabrielle  Thomas,   of  Riclunond  Virginia.     By
her  he  had.  two   child.r'en,   Thomas   and.  FTargaret,   both  of
whom  still  live   at  the  thir>d  Richmond,  Hill  near  Ashville,
North  Carolina;
31Ibid.           32Dick,   ''FTemorial  Ad,d,ress;"   P.   6.
14.
With  a  strong  and  fixed  purpose  plus  a  boundless
curosity  about   jurispr>udence,   Pearson  traveled  to  Williams-
boro  near  the  Roanoke  River  to   study  law  under  the   second
Chief  Justice  of  North  Carolina,  Leonar.d  Henderson.33    The
Henderson  plantation  was   called  "Jonesboro,t'   and  contained
some   six  hundred  acres   or  more.3tr    It  was  here  that  I'earson
began  the  study  of  law  in  real  earnest  and  drank  deep  from
the  knowledge  of  his  preceptor.     This  was  one  of  the  first
law  schools  to  be  established  in  the  United  States.     Jut,ge
William  Hor]n  Battle,   a   schoolmat;e  under  Henderson  with
Pearson  stated  that  Henderson  ttdid  not  deliver  regular
lectures,   nor  appoint  stated  hours  for  recitations,tt  but
that  he  ''directed  the  studies  of  his  pupils.tt35
Henderson  said  as  much  himself  in  an  advertisement  in
the  Raleigh Register  on  March  7,   1826:
I  shall  not  deliver  forrrial  lectures,  but  will  give
explanations  whenever  requested,   examinations  will  be
:::g=:;t;ta=gb::n¥:=:£t::::s?3±d  on  law  topics,  most
ln  Judge  Henderson,   Pearson  found  a  kind,   sympathetic
fr'iend  as  well  as  a   learned  and  distinguished  jurist  who  was
well  qualified  to  guide  him  through  the  intricate  ways  of
33ERE.,   p.   7.
3ha.  W.  Winston,   t'Presentation  of  Port;rait  of  Chief
g;i#g#;:::I!:I::n#!ai:£:i::#E:c=T::::#;i:#|:25L
port tr a i t . l'
33±P±±.,   p.   303.     36Raleigh  Register,   FTarch  7,1826.
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learning   common  law.     Pear>son  remained   at   ''Jonesboro't   in
Vance  County  for   about  two  years.     The   influence   of  Hend.ep-
son's  char'acter  remained  with  Pearson  the  rest  of  his  life.
As   a   law  teacher,   Henderson's  method,s  were  patterned.
on  the  question  and.  answer  technique   of  Socr'ates   and  Plato.
It   seems  Pearson  acquired  both  the   conviction  and,  the
teaching  technique  of  his  instructor.37    Pearson's  prepar-
ation  was   thor'ough  and,  extensive,   and   in  1829  he   obtained
his   law  license  without  having  ''to  undergo   the  melancholy
period   of  long  probation't  which  many  imperfectly  prepared
young  lawyers  had  to  endure  before   their  admission  to  t;he
bar.     Pearson's   law  license     is   dated   July  6,1829.38
Pearson  returned   t;o  his  native   area   of  Salisbur>y  and
mocksville,   which  was   then  known  as   ''ITockls   Old  Field't,39
to  practice   law.     Th,is  was   a   sparsely  populated.  area   in
that  d.ay,   but  Pearson  h,ad  a   lucrative  practice  from  the
start.     It  was   only  a  mat;ten   of  tim.e  before   tthe   stood   as   an
acknowledged.  equal   among  the   distinguished,  lawyers   of  his
circuit.'th.°    His  first  law  office  was   in  his  yar'd   on  wh,at   is
now  Gaither'  Str'eet   in  Mocksville.
37|)ick,   ''Memorial   Addr.ess,"   P.   7.
38It   is  preserved  in  the  Richmond  M.   Pear'son  Papers,
Souther>n  Historical  Collection,   University  of  INorth  Carolina.
39|)ick,    ''FTemor.ial  Addr'es.s,"   P.   7.
I,OIbid.
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Judge  Dick  stated   that  Pearson  did  not  have   'tthe  gift;
of  eloquence  with  words   and,  imagery,"  but   that   ''the   clear>-
ness   and  precision  with  which  his   arguments  were  in.ade   gave
them   .   .   .   eloquence   of   thought   and   pur'e   reason.till.1     He  was
always  faithful  to  his   clients  whet;her.  he  won  or'  lost   their>
cases.    whatever  the   outcom,e  of  t;heir  cases,   his   clients
felt  that  ''he  had.  done  all  that  his  intellect,   integrity,
industry  and  learning  could   accomplish.''h,2
In  1829  Pear>son  was   elected   to   the   House   of  Commons
as   a  representative   from.  Rowan  County.L[.3     He   present;ed  his
cr.edentials   and  qualified   for   the   seat   on  November   16,   1829.L[4.
He  continued  in  th,at   service  until  1833,   dur'ing  which  time  he
diligently  and,  faithfully  performed  all  the  d.uties  imposed
upon  him  by  that  important  and  responsible  body.     Some   of
these  activities  merit  attention  here.     He  was  appointed  to
the   select   joint  comm.ittee,   representing  both  th,e  Senate   and
the  House,   to  wait  upon  Governor  John  Gwen,   and,  to   inform
h,ira  of  the  read,iness   of  th,e   two  houses   to  receive   any  com-
munication  that  the   Governor  deemed  proper  to  make.I.5
Gn  November   18,   1829,   Pearson  was   appointed   to   the
I.1|bid.       h.2ERE.,   p.   8.
L[.3This  was   Pearson's  first   experience   in  politics;
unfortunately,   it  was  not  his  last.
h4`J.ournal  of  the  IIouse   of  Commons   of   the   General
Assem.bl
Journal.
of  the BEair
(-EaiFrgh,Ti83OTPTng.
I,5I_pj=4,. ,   p.1h,Li,.
arolina ,
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TtlEs  session in
inafter cited   as  House
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House   Committee   on  Internal  Improvements.4.6     As   a  member.   of
this   corm.ittee  he  proposed  that  a  railroad  be  built  from.
.Fayetteville  to  the  ¥adkin  River.     Some  years  later  a  plank
road  was  built  following  the  old  railroad  rout;e  advocated.  by
him  in  1829.
Pearson  advocated,  a  greater  voice  by  the  western  part
of  the  state  in  the  General  Assembly,   and  he  was  instru-
mental  in  the  fight  to  achieve  a  more  equal  basis  of  repre-
sentation  in  that  body  between  East   and  West.4.7    He
especially  ad,vocated  a   constitutional  convention  to  meet
and  equalize  representation  based.  on  population  figures.
Such  a   convention  was   called   in  1835.4.8
The  North  Carolina  Historical  Society  was  incorporated
by  the  General  Assembly  at   its   session  of  1832-1833,   and
Pearson,   Jam.es  Ipedell,   David  I.  Swain,   Alfred  Moore,   Joseph
S.   Jones,   Louis  D.   Henr.y,   Issac  T.   Avery,   Joseph  A.   Hill  and.
William  D.  Mosely  were  named  in  the   act   as   those   (incorpo-
rated  in  the  body  politic)   of  that  or'ganization.h.9    Thus,
4`6House  Journal,   at  its session  in  1829-30,   p.   157.
4.7William  I.  Sherrill,`  Annals  of  Lincoln
Carolina   ( Chariot;te:   The   Observer  Pr
5T-io-5.  -  Hereinafter  cited  as  Sherrill,   Afinals
ing-House ,
County,   NorthH,,-),
Lincolno
I.8This  convention  redistr'icted  the  State  and  put
representation  on  a  more   equal  basis  between  East  and West.
h`9Privat;e  Acts   of   the   General  Assembl
North  Carol athrs5¥i
Chapter  IKIII,  p. 5h..
on  of  1
of  the  Stat;e  of
(RTaiaEhing3T
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Pearson,   at  an  early  age,   was  interested  in  the  preservation
of  the  state's  history.
In  1831,   about  the  time  of  his  fir'st  inform.al  legal
instruction,   Pearson  met  the  first  love  of  his  life.    Some
of  i;he  Williams  family  of  Knoxville,   Tennessee,  were  visiting
their  relatives  in  Panther  Creek,  Forsyth  County.    As  the
Williams  fan.ily  was  important  in  social  and  political
.  c.ircles,   it  was  to  the   advantage  of  a  rising  young  lawyer
to  be   associated,  with  them.     Pearson  and   several  other  young
member's  of  the  bar  happened  to  be  paying  their  respects   to
the  N.  L,.  Williams  family  at  the   time.     Pearson  was   com-
pletely  overwhelmed  by  t;he  beauty  of  FTargar'et  FTCGlung
Williams  of  Knoxville.     Year.s  later  the  Honorable  Daniel  W.
Courts,   a   form.er  classmate   of  I'ear'son  at   the  University  who
was  also  pr'esent  at  the   social  gathering,   related.  that
Pearson  said.  to  him  on  that  occasion,   "Dan,   if  I  h,ad.  the
money  I  would  follow  that  girl  to  Tennessee   and  marry  her."5°
As  they  were  close  friend.s  at  the  time,   Courts  offered  to
lend,  Pearson  the  necessary  money  to  finance   the  proposed
tr'ip.     He  accepted  the   offer  and.   jour.neyed   to  Knoxville   to
woo   the  prospective  brid.e.     Apparently  h,e  was   successful  in
this   endeavor  because   on  June  12,   1832,   in  t;he  vicinity  of
Knoxville,   Termessee,   Richmond  M.   Pearson,   attor'ney  at   law
5°Sherr'illj Annals  of  Lincoln,   p.   105.
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and  memlc)er   of   the   House   of  Commons   fr'om  Rowan  County,   was
married,  t;o  Miss  margaret  FTcclung  "illiams,   the   socialite
daughter  of  Colonel  John "illiams.31    Thus  Pearson  married
.into  an  old,  and,  distinguished,  South,ern  family,   similar  to
his   own  ancestral  family  from.  Virginia.     After  th,e  in.ar'riage,
he   and  his  brid.e  returned  to  ITocksville  where  he  resumed
his   law  practice   and,  d.uties   as   an  outstanding  in.ember  of  the
community.     In  1833,   at  the   age   of  t;wenty-eight,   he  was
nominated,  by  the   G.eneral  Assembly  for  the  Circuit  Court;
Bench,   but  for  some  unknown  reason  he  withd,r'ew  his  name
from  consideriation.52
Pearson  entered,  the  political  ar'ena   again  in  1833  as
a   candid,ate  for  Congress  from  the  Tenth Distr'ict.     His
opponents  were  Abr`am.  Rencher   and  Burton  Craige.     .Rencher
ran  as   a  States'  Rights  Democrat,53  Craige   as   a  Nullifying
I)emocrat,5h.  and  Pear'son  as   a  This.55    The   contest   is   said
to  have  been  q.uite  warm  with  some  heated.  charges  made  by
each  of  the   three   sides   against  the   other.  two.56
Peapson  decided   to  make   ''political  hayYt  by  writing
5l=bid .
52The  I.eason  could  have  been  a   financial   one.     Pearson,
at  the   tim.e,   was  deeply  in  debt  for'  his  education  to  his
brother   and,  he   could  make  more  money  as   a  member   of  the  bar
ban  he   could.  on  the  bench.
53=±e.   (Raleigh)   ![9±±±,   J.anuar'y  8,   1878.
54.±P±±.       I)ick,   ''memorial  Address,"   p.12.
55|bid.       56|bid.
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an  address   to  t;he  freem.en  of  the  Tenth  Dist;riot.     Ibis
address  was  powerfully  written  and  in  the  vigor'ous   style
which  character'ized  the  clear  cut  reasoning  for'  which  his
later   iud,icial  opinions  were  famous.     The  language  of  the
address  was   crisp,   strong,   and   to  the  point.     Pearson  wrote:
I  am  a  Republican--I  am  in  favor  of  the  Republican~
institutions   of  our  country.     And  I  am  opposed  to  RTul-
::f±£:t:a::t:£::u::  :h:::i:¥:t±Eu5:o:sd:c:I:n:5Sangerous
Rencher  was   elected,   and  Pearson  accepted  defeat;  wit;h
''his  usual  calrmess  und,er  adverse  cir'cunstances."58    For  the
next  two  years  the  record,  is  scant  on  Pearson's  activities.
Then  in  1837,   the   name   of  Richmond.  FT.   Pearson  was  presented.
to  t.he   General  Assembly  of  1836-1837   for  election  as   a   jud.ge
of  the.  Superior  Court.59    His  competitor'  for  this  position
was  Thomas  P.  Devereur  of  Raleigh.60     The  vote   on  a   joint
ballot  by  both  houses  of  the  General  Assembly  stood.:   Pearson
82,   Devepeur  L[.6,   with  some  votes   scattered  among  several
prominent  in.embers   of  the  bar,   including  David  Ii.  Swain  and,
Michael  Hoke.61    After.  a   careful  tabulation  of  the  vot;es
Pear'son  was   declared  elected.
57|bid.     58|bid.
59Journals   of  the  Senate   and  House   of  a.on'imons   of  the
General  Assembl
sion  in  .i 3  6I EHa7|Rffii
93=u£.=¥._a.ih=837j   p.   154
60|bid.     6L|bid.
S,bate   of  Nor'th  Carolina Hsrfes-
.     Senate  Journal  for
;   and  House   Journal  for   t;he   sam.e date,
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Thus  Pearson  began  his   long  and   distinguished   iud.icial
career.     Over  the  years  his  reputation  as  a   jurist  stead,ily
rose,   and,  when  a  vacancy  on  the  Supr'eme   Cour:'t  bench  occur.red,
with  t;he   d.eath  of   Jud,ge  Daniel,   I'earson's  name  was   submitted
for  election  to  fill  the  vacancy.62    His   competitor's  were
Robert  Str'ange  and  "illiam  H.  Battle.     The  latter  had  tem-
porar'ily  filled  the  position  by  appointm.ent  of  the  Gover'norJ
Pearson  narrowly  escaped  d.efeat.     The  balloting  began  on
December  L[.,   18L[.8,   and   cont.inued,  d,ay  after'   d,ay  until  I)ecember
11,   when  Pearson  was   declared  elected  as   an  associate
justice   of  the  Suprteme  Court.63    This  election  attests  to
Pearson's  r'ising  popularity  and  to  non-par'tisan  politics  on
the  part   of   the   d.emocratic   Gener'a.1  Assembly,   as   Pearson  was
an  old-line  Thig  in  politics.6h.
About  the   same  year,   and  near  the  time   of  his
election  to  the  Supreme   Count  bench,   Pearson  transferred
his  place  of  residence  up  the  Yad,kin -River  to  his  later,
far-famed  home   of  'tRichmond.  Hill,tt  the   scene   of  his   out-
standing  law  school.     This  was   an  isolated  section  of  what
is  now  Yadkin  G.ounty,   some  five  in.iles   or  mor'e  nor'thwest   of
the  present-day  town  of  East  Bend,   Nortri  garolina.65
62House   Journal,   for  December  23, 18L[.8,    p.    5L[.2.
63Ibid.
6h.Ibid.
65ffonclusion  and.  observation  of  t;he  writer.
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Unlike  most  of  the  finer  h,ouses   of  the  d.ay,   the
Pearson  horn.e  had,  no   ornamentations   of   any  kind,.     There  wer.e
no  frescoes,   no   carved  wood.work  nor   cornices,   nor  w+ere   t;he
mantels   elaborate.     The  interior  was  very  plain  and.  relieved
in  only  one  detail,   this  being  a  wid.e   arch  where  the  front
hall  joined,  squarely  with  the  hall  r'unning  from.  side  to
Side   of  the  house.66
Richmond  Hill  was   a  very  out-of-the-way  place   and   to
EL?s.   Pearson,   a   woman  who   thrived.   on  company  and   an  active
social  life,   a  very  remote  and  dreary  place.     Consequently
she  was  unhappy  in  her  new  surround.ings.     It  is  probable
that   its  rein.oteness  and.  lack  of  social  life   contributed   to .
her>  mental  breakdown.67     Life   at  home  was   anything  but
peaceful  and  blissful  for  Pearson  dur'ing  the  next  seven
years.68     Then  on  I)ecember   27,1835,   M]?s.   Pearson's
troubled.  mind,  found  peace.     Funer.al  services   and  burial
wer'e   conducted  at   the   Pearson  fan.ily  graveyard.  at  Richmond
Hill.
Apparently,   Pearson  attempted   to   obtain  d.om.estic   care
and   assistance  for'  h.is   children  after  h,is  wife's  death,   for
a  correspondent  writes  him  that  he  is  sor.ry  that  a  certain
66Ibid.
67Receipts   from   a  Mental  Hospit;al   show  her  mental   Con-
d.ition.     They  are   in  the  R.  FT.   I'earson  Papers.
68This   is   evident   in  Pear>sonls   correspondence  With
relatives  in  Galveston,   Texas  and  other'  close  friends.
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woman  cannot  be   ind.uced   ''   to   take   the   care   of  your.   child.Ten,
for  I  am  sure  her  kind.  attention  would  be   satisfactory  both
to  yourself  and  the   children.'t69     Th,e  woman  referred   to  was
already  employed,   and  she  refused.  to  leave  her  employm.ent.
For  sever'al  years  now  Pear'son  had  been  a  widower.     It
seems   that  he  became   lonely  for  feminine   com.panionship;
Since  his  first  wife's  d,eat;h,   Pearson  had,  devoted  him.self  i;o
the  task  of  r'aising  his  childrten  and  to  ''that   jealous  mistress''
of  the  law.
It  is  evid.ent  that  these  two  tasks  d.id  not  occupy  all
of  his  time  for  his  name  was  associated  with  several  single
women  during  this   time.     Some   said  he  wanted   to  marry  a  r'ich
woman  but  this  is  highly  unlikely  as  he  had,  already  accum.u-
1ated   a   fortune   of  over  Sloo,000  at   the   time.7°    This  is
quite  remarkable   as  he  had,  begun  life  without   any  money,   and
in  d.ebb  to  his  br'other  fop  $2,000  for  his  education.7]
It  was   about  this   time  that  Pear'son  became  attracted
to  t;he  widow  of  John  Gray  Bynum  of  the  Morganton-Ruther-
fo.rdtQn  area.     The  woman  in  question  was   the   daught;er'   of
Gh,aries  FTCDowell   of  FTorganton.     They  saw  each   other
69The  lett;er   is   in  the  R.  M.   Pearson  Papers,   The
Southern  Historical  Collection,   Univer'sity  of  RTorth  Carolina.
7°Cohncil  S.  moot;en,   ''Richmond  in.   Pearson,''  g±g
Obser'ver,   n.d..   in  The   RTorth  Carolina  Room,   Uni-Chariot;te
versity  of Nort;h  Carolina.
7|Ibid.
2Ll.
occasionally  but  most   of  the  courtship  took  place  by  cor-
respondence.     After  several  in.onths   of  working  out  d.ifferent
d,etails   concer'ning  the  mar>riage,   Mary  I.   Bynum  and  Richmond
M.   Pear'son  were  marr'ied  on  September   21,   1859.72     Evidently
they  went  irmediately  to  Richmond  Hill  after  the .marriage.73
Unlike  in.any  fost;er  in,oth,eps,   Mar>y  I'earson  fitted  in  quite
well  from  the  beginning  with  the   other'  members  of  the
Pearson  family.     They  affectionately  called  her.   'tFTa't  and  in
mary,   Pearson  r>ealized.  all  of  his   ''fondest  hopes"   for   a
wif e , 7i,,
By' 1860,   Pearson  had,  reached  his   "golden  age't   as   a
jurist.    Twenty-two  of  his  fifty-five  years  h,ad  been  spent
on  the  bench--ten  years   on  the  Circuit  Gour>t,75'ten  years   as
an  associate   justice   on  the  Supreme  Court  bench  and,   for  the
last  two  years,  ffhief  J-ustice  of  that  high  tribunal.     Over
those  years  Pearson  had  won  ad,mination  for  himself  as   a  man.
To  his   fr'iends  he  was  warm,   genial,   and   gener>ous.76     To  his
enemies,   and,  they  were  many,   he  was   ttauster'e,"   d.ispassionate,"
72urary  Bynun  to   Pearson,   Septemlc>er   10,   1859,   in  R.   FT.
Pearson  Papers.
73#orrespondence  befor'e  th,e  marriage  indicate  that  this
was  what  happened   anyway.
7hmary  Pear>son  to  her  husband,   December'   22,   1859,   in
R.   M.   Pearson  Papers.
75Aubrey  Lee  Brooks   and  Hugh  Talmage  Lefler,    (eds.),
The   Paper]s   of  Walter'
Pr e s s
76Ibid.
Clark   (Chapel  Hill:   Th,e  Univer'sity  of
15F:8),I,   pp.   55Li,-555.
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"r>ough  and  cantankerous.tt     All   agreed  that  he  possessed  a
formidable  intellect.     One   attor'ney  surnm.ed  it  up  when  he
said  that  Pearson  was   "mind  and  law,   not  feeling  and
rhetoric.'t77    Except  for  his  intellect,   Pear'son  did  not  d.raw
men  close  to  him.     His  drinking--Judge  Schenck  called  it  his
ttchar>tered  infir'mity't--caused  many  eyebrows   to  be  I.aised.
No  matter  what  his  personal  shor'tcomings  were,
Pearson  r'emained  the  foremost  exponent  of  the  teaching  of
jurisprudence  in  his  day.    His  ability  to  cut  right  to  the
heart  of  a  legal  problem  and  them  solve   that  problem  log-
ically  and  lucidly  was   an  accepted  fact,   both  by  friend  and
foeo
To  Richm.ond  Pear'son  the   law  was   "a   liberal   science
based  on  general  principles   and  corr>ect  reasoning."78     In
his  court,   a  proper  legal  principle  improperly  applied had
no  more   status  than  a  discredited  witness.     Pearson  saw
the  law  as  a  thing  of  change.     He  not  only  expected  ib  to
change;  he   encouraged  it.     ''One   excellence   of  the   coli'imon
law,"  he   said,   '`is   t;hat  it  works  itself  pure.'t79
In  several  Civil  War  habeas   corpus   cases,   Pearson
repeatedly  cited  the  ancient  legal  principle,  £i±  justitia
77Ibid.
78Gaskill  v.  King  3h.  N.   a.   223.
79Shaw  v:   FToore   ii.9   N-.   a.   27.
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ruat  coelum--let justice  be  done  though  the  heavens  fall.
whether  or  not   justice  was   done   in  these   cases  was   a  matter
of  controversy  and.  t;bough  heaven  did  not  fall  the   opposite
of  it  was  raised.     The  friction  began  with  the  Con fed,erate
Conscription  and,  Exem.ption  Acts   of  1862.     These   laws   exem.pt;ed
certain  classes   of  in.en  from  militar'y  service.     They  also
provided,  that  a  man  could,  hire  a   substitute  to  t;ake  his
place  in  the   army,   provided  this  action  was   taken  befor'e   a
man  was   actually  drafted..
After   the  Civil  War,   I'resid.ent  And.r'ew  Johnson  appointed
"illiam Woods  Holden  provisional  Governor  of  North  Carolina.
Holden  then  reappointed  Pear'son,   ITanl.F,   and  Battle   to   the
State  Supreme  Court.     As  he   owned  property  worth  more   than
$20,000,   Pearson  was   one   of  those   ind.ividuals  who  required,
a   special  pardon  from  t;he  President.     In  his  application  for
presidential  pardon,   Pearson  st;abed  that  he  had  felt  it
better'  to  remain  loyal  to  his  state  and  uphold  individ.ual
rights  of  its  citizens  than  to  resign his  office.80
n,ater  in  1865  Pearson  d,ecided.  to  r>e-enter.  politics.
As   all  office  holders  needed  to  be  pardoned,,   Pearson  wrote
G.overnor  Holden  about  his   d,esire   to   seek  election  to   th,e
8°A  photostatic   copy  of  his  application  for  pardon  is
in  the  A.  M.   Pearson  Papers,   The  Souther.n  Histor'ical  Col-
lection,   University  of  RTorth  Carolina.       Priesid,ent   J.ohnson
granted,  Pearson  a   pard.on  upon  the  recommendation  of  Governor
Hold.en.
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t'Johnson''   const;itutional  convention.     Holden  replied,  that  he
(Pearson)   ''could  be   a   candidate   for   the   convention.`'81
Apparently  Holden  expected  Pearson  to  be   elected   as   a   delegate
i;o  th,e   1863  convention  representing  Yadkin  County  for'  he   said
you  ''will  find  your  pard.on  in  this  office  when  you  come  here
to  attend  the  meetings   of  that  body."82
The  voters  of  Yadkin  r]eacted   in  a   d.ifferent  manner
from  what   the  governor  expected..     Pearson  was  d,efeated  by
Thomas  Haynes   in  a   close   election.     Th,e  vote  was  highly
sectional  within  the   county.83    The   campaign  itself  was  quite
heated  and  Pearson  lost   stature   in  his   t'stumping.'t    One
observer  explained.  the  d,efeat  by  writing,   t'The  Chief  J-ustice
did,  not  preserve  eith.er  sobriety  or  his  ten.per  on  the   stump,
whilst  Haynes  did  better."8h.    Others  were  even  less   suprised.
Governor  Vance  wrote,   'tJud,ge   PearsQn's   defeat   took  everyone
by  surprise   except  me.     They  proved   on  him  that  h.e   changed
shirts   once   a  week  and.  very  proper'ly  beat  him.,   the   sweet;
Scented   aristocrat.M83
All  state   officers  wer'e  again  vacated  by  this   con-
vention,   but  Pearson  was   again  appointed  to  the  Supreme
8LHolden  to  Pearson,   September   12,   1865,   in  R.   IT.
Pearson  Papers.
82Ibid.
83This  is   evident  in  that  Pearson  took  all  the  votes
in  some  precincts   and  Haynes   took  all  of  them  in  other`S.
8h.Samuel  F.   Philips   to  W.   A.   Griaham,   October'   10,   1865,
in  W.  A.   Graham  Papers,   The  South,ern  Historical  Collection,
University  of  Nor]th  Gar'olina.
85z.   a.   Vance   to  K.   P.   Battle,   Septembem  25,   1863,   in
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Court   as  Chief  Justice   late   in  1865.     In  1868,   the  exist;ing
stat;e   gover'nment  having  been  overt;brown  by  Congressional
Reconstr'uction,   Pear'son  was   the   choice  of  both  the  Repub-
lican-Pad.ical  and  the  Conservative  parties  for  the  position
of  Chief  Justice   of  the  RTorth  Carolina  Supreme  Count.86
I'earson  was   elated  with,  this   show  of  confidence.     In  his
elation,   he   took  a   d.r>astic   step  int;o  par'tisan  politics.     On
J-uly  20,   1868,   he  wrote   a  public   letter  end.orsing  General
Ulysses  S.   Grant  for  President   and  Colfax  for  Vice-Presi-
d,ent   of  the  United.  States:     In  the   ''Addpess"   Pearson
stated  his  reasons  for  supporting  Granti     He  d,id.  this,  he
said,,   ''to   avoid   a   race  war'   in  ITorth  Carolina   and   t;o   ease
this   state's  re-admission  to  the  Union."87     Republicans
were  filled.  with  glee   and  had  50,000  copies   of  Pearson's
letter  printed  and,  distributed,  within  the  state  as  a  in.ajor
campaign  document   in  the   election  of  1868.88
FTembers   of  the   state  bar  were   shocked  by  t;his
entering  into  partisan  politics  by  a  member  of  th,e  Supreme
Court  bench.     Others   charged,  that  Pearson  had  written  the
lett;er  in  a   self-ser>ving  effort   to  gain  an  appointment  to
Battle  Fan.ily  Papers,   The  Southern  Historical  Collection,
University  of  INorth  Carolina.
86The  new  state   constitution  increased   the  membership
of  the  Supr'em.e   Court   of  the   state  from  three   to  five  members
and  mad,e  Supreme   Court   justices   subject  to  popular  election
by  the  People  instead  of  by  appointm.ent  by  the  governor.
87The   ttAddress"   is   in  the  a.   FT.   Pearson  Papers.
88Ibid.
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the  United  States  Supreme  Court.89     In  protest  of  Pearson's
actions,   members   of   the  bar.,   led  by  Baptholomew  Figures
moore,   one  h,undred   eight   attorineys,9°  about   twenty  pep  cent
of  the   entire   state  bar--signed   t'A  Solemn  Protest   of  t;he  Bar
of  RTorth  Carolina  Against  Judicial  Interference  in  Political
Affairs''.     At  least  five   of  Pearson's  form.er  stud.ents   signed.
the   "Protest.N9l
Although  Pearson  tolerated,  differences  of  opinion--
not  always  glad.1y--he   could  not  toler'ate  any  question  regarding
his  motives.     ®n  that  subject  he  was  highly  sensitive,   a  fact
that  the   signers   of  the   !'Protest"   soon  d,iscovered,.     The   ''Pro-
testt'  was   in  contem.pt  of  court   in  Pearson's   opinion.     He
said,,   ttlt  was  as   if  the  bar  had  been  lying  in  wait  to  murder
t;he   iud,iciary,t'92  and  immed,lately  launched,  contempt  pr>o-
ceedings   against  twent;y-five  of  those  who  signed  the   ''Ppotest"
that  practiced  before   the  Supreme  Court.93    For>   a   short   time,
these   twenty-five  were  barr'ed.  from.  appearing  as   attorneys
and  counsllors  befor'e   the  Supreme  Court  but  Pearson  was
89The  Conser>vative-Democrats  made   this   charge.
9°Other  imporitant   signers  were  A.   S.   FTer.rimon,   John
Red.I,   E.   G.   Haywood.,   Thomas   Bragg,    J..   E.   Boyd,   Z.   8  Vance,
"illiam  T.  I)ortch,  Ed,.   Conigland,   Asa  Biggs,   T.  Puffin,   Jr.
and.  A.  in.   Scales.     These  proceed,ings   are   found  in  Ex  Parte
RIoore,   63,N.C.   397.
9LThey  were  ITerrim,on,   Kerr,   Dort;ch,   I.  Ruff in  Jr.,   and
Scales.
92EL   Parte   FToore,    63   RT.   a.   397.
93Ibid.
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unable   to  make   the   contempt  proceedings   stick.9L1,    Although
these  men  r'egained   ttheir  right  to  pr'actice  before  the  Suprem.e
Court,   Pearson  lost   stature   over  the   conflict  between  bench
and   lc)ap.
As  the  elections   of  1870  neared,   the  Ku  Klux  Klan
becam.e  wid.ely  active  within  the   state.     Governor  Holden,
anxious   to  fort;ify  his  posit;ion,   d,ecided  to   crack  d.own  on
the  Klan.     The  mur'der  of  John W.   Stephens,   a   state   senator
and  Holden  supporter,   gave  him.  an  opportunity  for  action.
He   d.eclared  Oaswell   and  Alamance   counties   to  be   in  a   state
of  insurrection  and.  und,er  martial  law.     Colonel  George  W.
Kirk,   a  Tennessean,   was   or'dered,   with  a  number  of  troops,
to  restore  law  and  order  in  the  area.    Kirk's  men  arrested
Ad.olphus   G.   moore   and.  several  others   of  the   comn'iunity.     They
were  held  without  privilege, ,of  bail.     A  group  of  prominent
attorneys   appear'ed.  before  Pearson  with,  a  petition  for  the
release   of  FToore  and   the  others  arrested  by  Kirk.95    "rits
of  habeas   corpus  were  granted.  by  Pearson  returnable  to  him
at  Raleigh.    Then  i;he  wr.its  were   served.  on  Kirk  he   snorted,,
t'This  kind  of  thing  is  played.  out,''  and  refused.  to  release
the  prisoners;;     Pearson  then  wrote  the  governor'  r'equesting
9h.A  hear.ing  was  held   on  the   case   June   15,   1869  and   the
men  were  released,  from.  the   contempt   proceed,ings.
95They  wer>e   led  by  William  A.   Graham   and  Thomas   Bragg.
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the  menls  release.    Then  Holden  refused,,   Pearson  ruled  t;hat
''The  power  of  the   iud.iciary  is   exhausted  and,  the  respon-
sibility  must  rest  with  the  executive."96
Pearson  was   called  upon  to   ord.er   out;   a Posse   Comitatus
but  refused  to  do   so.     He   said.  that  he   could.  not   call  on
persons  d,eclared  by  the  governor  to  be   insurgents   to  man
such  a  force,   and,  furthermore,   !'any  such  action  on  his  part
would  both  usurp  the  executive  function  and,  tr'igger  a  new
civil  war."97    If  the  Chief  Justice  erred,  he  had  respect-
able   authority  to   sustain  him.     Not  only  d.id  h.is   associates
on  the  Supreme  Court   of  the  .stat;e  agree  with  .him,   but  the
Supreme  8our't  of  the  United  States  had  taken  exactly  the
same  position  in  a   similar  case,   ithere  Ghief  J.ustice  Etoger
Taney  wr'ote   the   opinion. 98
In  the  election  of  1870,   the  8onservative-Den.ocrats
took  over  control  of  both  houses   of  the   General  Assem.bly.
The   air  was  filled  with  hate   and  bitterness   against;  Holden
and   other>s,   includ,ing  the   Chief  J.ustice.     Led  by  J-osiah
Tu]:'ner,   Jr.,   the  brilliant  but  dest;ructive  editor  of  the
Ralei8h, Sentinel,   a  movement   arose   to   im.peach  both  the
Gover'nor  and.  the  Chief  Justice.     Turner  charged   that  the
96Gouncil  S.  "ooten  credits  Chief  Justice  Taney  as
lc>eing  the   author  of  this   statem,ent  rather  than  Pearson.
9765   N.   a.    3L|.9.
98FTeprysan   Case,    9   U.S.   Li.87    (1862).
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ff.hief  Justice  had  been  bribed  by  Holden,   as  Holden  had
offered  Pearson  the  post  of  Code  gornmissioner'  with  a   salary
of  $2,300  per  year.99     The  position  was   offered  to  Pearson
but  he  refused  the  post.     Holden  was   im.peached.  and   Pearson
had,  the  responsibility  of  presiding  over  the  impeachm.ent
'trial.    During  the  course  of  the  trial,   the  Chief  Justice
cond,ucted  him.self  with  d,ignity,   wisdom,   and  gr>eat  pr'obity
of  character'.loo
With  Holden  disposed  of ,   Pears-on  expected.  to  be  next.
He  pr'epar'ed  a   statement   and  rtetained   one   of  his  former>   law
stud,ents   to  defend.  him  if  such  was   to  be   the   case.     But   a
man  of  Pearson's   statur'e  was  hard.  to   cut  d,own.     His  friend,s
in  the  General  AssemblyL°L  and  his  former  law  students,   now
in.en  of  influence   and  stature  in  the   state,   closed  ranks   and.
when  the   shouting  subsided.  he  r'emained.  Chief  Justice  of  the
PJorth  Carolina  Supreme  Court.
After'  1871,   Pear'son  r'elaxed  into  the  quiet   and  con-
genial  duties  of  Chief  Justice   and,  law  tutor.    During
several  of  his  last  years,   Pear'son  was  in  feeble  health.
In  the   summer  of  187Li.,  he  was   so  gravely  ill  that  his  friends
99This  would  have  doubled  Pearson's   salary  as  he   also
mad.e  $2,500   as   Chief   J.ustice   of  the  Supreme   Court;.
L°°By  all  accounts  he  presided  fairly  without  shrinking
from  his  d,uty  as  ffli,ief  Justice.
L°LThey  were   led  by  Thomas   J-arvis   and  Thomas  Br'a8g.
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feared  for  his  life.L°2    As  the  passions  of  the  r>econstruction
period  subsided,   Pearson  regained.  some  of  his   shattered  pres-
tige.     A  mer'e   seven  years   later,   men  who  had.  d.amned.  Pearson
in  1871  stood  in  solemn  tr>ibute  with  bowed  heads   in  the
rotunda  of  the  state  capital  where  his  bod.y  lay  in  state  in
1878.
In  1875,   Pearson  passed  anot;her  milestone  in  his  life
as  he,   along  with William  A.   Graham,   John  H.  Theeler',   Z.   8.
Vance,   a.  H.  "iley,   George  Davis,   K.   P.   Battle   and.  others,
were  named  as  incorporators  of  the  Historical  Society  of
INorth  Carolina   on  March  22,   of  that  year.103     Thus  he  was
recognized.  as   a  person  interested  in  the  preservation  of  the
state's  history  throughout  his  life.
After  ten  years  and,  one  week  of  service   as   an  associate
just;ice   of  the  Supreme  Court,   Pear'son  was  chosen  by  the   court
as  its   chief   justice   on  December  30,   1838,   to  succeed  Chief
Justice  Frederick  Nash,   wh,o  had  recently  died.loll.    Pearson
remained  Chief  Justice  until  his  death  in Winston  in Wilson's
Hotel  from  apoplexy,   or  a   stroke  in  1878.     He  became  ill
during  a  buggy  ride  fr'om Richmond  Hill  to  "inston  where  he
planned.  to  board  a   train  to  go   to  Raleigh  to  open  the
L°2Schenck's   'tJournal,"  Volume   7,   P.   I.32.
L°3Battie,   History  ap  II±gg  11,   p.   105.
L°trJudge   RTash  died  on  December  h,   1838.
3Ll.
January  t;er'm  of  t;he  Supreme  Count.     The  d,river,   thinking  t.he
Chief  Justice  was  only  tired  and  sleepy,   continued,  on  to
Glenn's  Ferry  across   t.he  Yad.kin  River'.     There   t;he   ser'iousness
of  his   cond,ition  was   discovered,.     Par'alyzed  and  helpless,
he  was   t;aken  on  to   the  hotel  wher'e  Doctors  Roan  and  Bynum
were   called..     They  immediate.±y  saw  t.hat   their  professional
services  would.  be   of  lit;tie  value  as  the  Chief  Justice  was
already  dying.
FTembers   of  the   family  were  notified  but   only  t;wo   of
t;hem--his  niece,   maggie  Fowle   and.  his   son-in-law,   I)aniel  G.
Fowle--were  present  when  he  breathed  his  last  breath  thirty-
five  minutes  after>  ten  o'clock  on  Saturday  night,   January  5,
1878.103
A  meeting  of  the  bar  was  held  in  Januar'y,   1878,   and.
after  adopting  the  usual  preamble,   t;hey  adopted  resolutions
to  the  effect  that  the  St;ate  had,  lost  a  great  man;   that  a
delegation  of  member's  r'epr'esenting  the  bar  would   attend.  the
funeral.106    Thneral  services  wer'e  held  at  Christ  Chur'ch  in
Raleigh  in  accord.ance  with  the  ritual  of  the  Protestant
Episcopal  Church:     The   ser'vices  wer'e   cond,ucted,  by  t;he  Rector,
the  Reverend  Bishop  Byman,   assisted  by  the  Reverend  Doctor
L05ife  (Raleigh) Observer', January  10,   1878.
L°6Some   of`them  served   as   Pall-bearers:   A.   S.   Merriman,
J.  8.  Batchelor,  R.   G.  lewis,   T.  E.  Fuller,   ff.  in.  Busbee,
"alter'  Glark,  R.   a.   Bad,ger   and  Octavius  Coke.
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Marshaii.107
Outside  the   scope  of  this  work  are   the  decisions
hand,ed  down  by  Pear'son  as   a  Supreme   Court   jurist.     They  in.ay
be   found  in  volumes  I,0-67  of  the  N-opt;h  Carolina
Court  Reporbs.
Supreme
They  appear  throughout  the  repor'ts  of  t;he
sessions   of  the   court  from  the  fir'st  of  the  December'  term.  of
l8h.8  unt;il   sometime   in  the   June   session  of  1877.     He  was   on
the  Supreme  Court  bench  for  twenty-nine  years,   the   second,
longest  period  of  service  on  that  high  tribunel.     (Judge
Walt;er'  Glar'k's   thir'ty-four'  years  was  the   longest.)
1°7Eky  (Raleigh) Obser'ver, Januar'y  10,   1878.
CHAPTER  11
PEARSORT'S  IA:"  SOHO®L  AT   RICI"OND   HIIfi
A  law  school,   like  the  pr.ofession  it  serves,  must
tread  the  path  of  courage.     Its  mission  is  one  of  strenuous
effort  and  unremitting  toil.    The  philosophy  it  teaches
is  of  utmost  importance.     Its  destiny  calls  for  men  of  vision,
devotion,   and  preparation.    Law  schools   ar'e  expected  to  do
two  things:   one  is  to  implant  in  the  mind  of  each  student  a
background  of  legal  theory,   and  the  other  is  to  teach  s
students  what  is  called  jurisprudence.1
In  the  late  1700's   and  early  l800's,   cand.idates  for
the  bar  prepal'ed  themselves  for  admission  by  reading  law  in
a   lawyer's  office.2    A  notice  inserted  by  Leonard  Henderson
in  the   (Ralei8h)  Register  of  March  7,   1828,   indicates  the
relationship  of  lawyer  and  student  in  one  of  these  offices.3
It  is  significant  because  it  illustrates  the  transition  of
law  teaching  fr'om  the  private  home  to  the  private  office.
The   student  was  expected  to  master  the   theor'y  of  law  and  at
tin  this  respect,   the  philosoptry  of  jurisprudence  has
not  changed  even  today.
2This  conclusion  is  drawn  by  the  author  after  a
critical  investigation  of  data  dealing  wit;h  the  subject.
3(Raleigh)  Register,   march  7,   1826.
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the   same   time   to  learn  how  to   act  in  a   courtroom.h.    Some
excellent  lawyers  were  developed  by  this   system,   but   t'1aw
pr'actice   at  that  time  was  largely  forensic.t'5    At  that  time,
pr>ivate   law  schools  were  grlad.ually  taking  over   the  work  of
preparing  students  for  admission  to  the  bar.    Richmond  RTum-
ford  Pearson  helped  generate   this  forward  im.pulse  of  legal
education  in  North  Carolina--the  t;ransition  from  the  private
office  \to  the  pr'ivate   school.6    This  transition  from
instruction  of  law  students,\as an  incidental  activity  to
instruction  of  law  students  as   a  parallel  profession  to  the
pract;ice   of  law  was  illustrated.  by  the   large  number  of  young
in.en  who  r'eceived  t;heir  legal  instruction  under  this  learned
master.     Pearson's   influence  upon`  these  young  men  was  pro-
found  and,  far-reaching.     He   car'ried  some  of  the  top  young
men  of  RTorth  Carolina  into  the  bloodstream  of  the   legal
profession  in  the  State.7
It  is  at  this  point  that  the  question  arises  of  why
Pearson,   occupied,  at  first  with  a   successful  law  pract;ice
hRansou]?   v.   FTcclees,    6L|.   N.   a.   5L|..
igu:::i;f:##::::E:::ii:g::g###:f:¥gii¥a#'
19  ,7   ,   p.   127.
6See  Appendix  8  for  a  picture   of  Pearson's   law  school
at  Richm.ond  Hill.
7".I).  lewis,   Gre.at  AmericanJurinston,1908),   pp.   235=236 lawyers   (Philadelphia:
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and.  later  With  the  responsibility  of  a   jurist,   d.ecided  to
teach  law.     A  close  investigation  of  Pear'son's  Supreme  Court
d.ecisions,   particularly  the   closing  Par'agraph  of  his  opinion
in  State  v.  "orthington,   June  term,   1870,   suggests   some  pos-
sible  reasons.     They  ar>e:   (i)   to   serve   the  public  by
assisting  law  students  to  improve  their  professional  quality,
and   (2)   to   supplem.ent  his   incom.e   as  his   salary  was  modest
and  he  now  had  a  family  i;o   support.
Two  years   after  his   admission  to  the  bar'  in  1829,
Pearson  began  his  first  informal  instruction  of  law  students.
It   could  have  been  even  earlier  because   on  December'  Li.,   1831,
James  [R.   Dodge  wrote  Thomas  -Ruff in  t;hat   John  Herr  had.  been
engaged  for'  the  past  year  in  the  study  of  law  in  t;he  library
of  his  brother-in-law,   RTicholas  1].  "illiams,   of  Surry  Count;y,
'twith  some   assistance   from  rm.   Peapson."8     As   far  as   is   lmowrb
Kerr'  was  his  first;  student  and  the   scene  of  this  beginning
instruction,   the  residence  and  library  of  Nicholas  I;.  Wil-
liams   family  of  social  and.  political  fame.     This  r>esid,ence
was   about   twenty-five  miles  northeast   of  PearDson's  native
area   in  Davie   County.     Margaret,   Pearson's   fir'st  wife,   was
a  close  relative  of  this  family,   as  was  related.  in  ffhapter  I.
It  is  not  known  how  many  other  law  stud,ents  read  law  infor-
Papers
Orlca 1
of  Thorn.as  Ruff in   (
8Joseph  Gregoire  de  Roulhac  Hamilton,   editor,  ¥
_  r`    ml                         r`      A  A .            /--     I,   .      -            rl--            nT          .  1        .---.Raleigh:  The  North-Carolina  EfEt-
),11,   285.     Hereinafter   cit;ed,  asCommi_§
Hamilton,  Ruff in Papers .
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mally  under  Pearson,   but  it  is  fairly  certain  that  ot;hers
followed  Kerr'S  example,   for  Pearson  was  unquestionably  a
man  of  learning  and  ability.9
Sometime  around  184.0,   Pearson  set  up  his  first  law
school  in  which  he  gave  formal  instruction  to  full  tim,e
students  in  the  town  of  lfocksville.L°    At  this  school,   the
students   lived  in  a  big  house  known  as   ''the  Thite  Housett
because   it  was  the  fir.st;  painted  house  in  the  town,   then
known  as   ''RTock's   Old  Field.'tLL     The   '!Thite  House"   served
other  pur'poses  besides   that  of  housing  the  law  students.
A  man  by  the  name   of  Bingham,   who   owned  the   str>ucture,   also
used  it  as  a  .hotel  for  travelers.12    It  is  evid,ent  that  thi\s
early  law  school  had  little  or  no  system  as  to  curr'iculirm
or  lectijre  period.s.     The  ind,ividual  instructors  of  early
law  schools   in  the  State  d.iscussed.  th,e  law  with  the   stud,ents
when  they  had.  time,   and,  when  t;hey  wer'e  not   in  cour't  repre-
senting  a   client;.     Then,   toward  the  in.id,d.1e  of  the  nineteent;h
century,   books  became  mor'e   and  in.ore   im.por'tant   to   the   law
student,   for'  law  schools  began  emphasizing  theory  r'ather than
9Council  S.  Throoten,   ''A  Famous   Old,  Time   North  Gar'olina
ELaw   School,''   The   RTor.th  Carolina   Jour'nal   of  Law
EFT  Nor'th  -d-aF6.
2  volumes
(Published  atffie Universi lH in  l90h.-
±:£56L==J   I.65.     Hereinaft;er~ Cited  as  "ooten,   'tA  Famous  haw
L°ttRichmond  IT.   Pearson,'t   (Charlotte)   Daily  Olc)server,




pract;ice.     Pearson  and  Battle,L3  for  example,   held   lectures
and,  emphasized,  basic  principles   of  the   law.     They  gave
fr.equent  examinations  but  few  for'mal  lectures.1h^    Thile
cond,ucting  the  FTocksville   school,   Pear'son  decided,  upon  the
correct;  way  to   teach  law  and  lc>egan  openly  to   adver't;ise  h,is
school  with,  this  newspaper  advertisement:
Law  School--I  h,ave   opened   a  Haw  School   at  FTocksville,
Davie  County.     The  mode   of  instruction  is   that  adopted  ,
by  the  late  Chief-Justice  Henderson,   familiar  conver-
s a t; i on ,
No  young  gentleman  will  be  recorm.ended.  for  License
until  he  has   stud,led  one  year;   I  ad,vise   two  years   as
the   term  of  pr'eparation.     The   char'ge  will  be  one  hundred
d,ollars,   whether  the   stud.ent  remains   one   or  two  years.
Stud,ents  who  have  County  Court  License,   may  attend  oim
conver'sations  without  charge.
Books  will  be  furnished.
Mocksville  is  healthy,   and  offers  but  few  temp-
tations  for'  dissipation  and  irr.egularity.
exc:::i£:i:: ::s£::::i:£±5£ ::iLV::::8a g:±3£o::a.¥3nth
Some   student;s   attended  Pearson's   sch,ool  because   it
was   cheaper   than  ot;her  noted,  law  schools   of  the  d.ay.     For
example,   on  march  29,   18L[4.,   Mrs.  milliam  H.   Battle  wrote
fr'om  Chapel  Hill  to  her  husband,  concerning  a   stud,ent  who  had,
L3"illiam,  H.  Battle,  with  Jam.es  Iredell,   established,
at  Chapel  Hill  what  ultimately  became   the  Univer'sity  of  RTorth
Carolina  Law  School.
LL[.Fannie  FTemory  Farmer,   ttLegal   Education  in  N-opt;h
Carolina   1820-1860,tt-ITorth  Ga
]exvlll,  p.   297.
rolina  Historical  Review.
15The   (NTor'th  Garoiina)   Watchman,   n.d.
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talked,  with  Pearson  and  found  out  he   could  attend,  Pearson's
school  cheaper  than  Battle's.     But,   She   added  t;hat   the
stud,ent   in  question  would  have  prefer'r'ed  to   study  und.er.  him
(Battle)   if  it  were  not  for  the   cost.16    Pearson  continued
to  operate   the  law  school  at  FTocksville  until  sometime  in
18Li.7.     He   then  moved  about   thir'ty  miles  northwest   from
mocksville   to  a  place  which  he  named,  ''Richmond,  Hilltt   (then
a  part   of  Surr'y  County)   and,  established,  a  new  resid,ence.
It  was   a   fine  house,   not  elaborate  but   com.foptable.    The
ground,s   surrounding  the  house  wher'e  terraced  for  a  flower
garden  for  REfs.   Pearson.     Traces  of  the  terraces   can  still
be  found,  if  one  looks  to  the  northwest  from.  the  still-
standing,   but  badly  decayed  main  striucture.17    Even  though
traces  can  st;ill  be  found.  of  some  of  the   outbuild.ings,
nothing  can  be  found,  of  t.he   old  kitchen.     It  was   sdJ  apar't
from  t;he  main  structure  causing  some  inconvenience   to  the
Pearson  family.     The  weather  was  usually  responsible  for
this   inconvenience.     In  a   letter  written  on'Decem.ber  10,
1859,   FTary  Pearson  wrote   to  her  husband   that,   't"e  have  had
a   five  day  rain  and  we  were   deluged  in  mud.t'18    FTary
16Pfrs.  Thilliam  H.   Battle   to  William  H.   Battle,   Ifarch
29,   18h4,,   in  Battle  Family  Papers,   lThe  Southern  Historical
Gollection,   University  of  N-opt;h  Carolina.
L7See  Appendix  8
LBFTary  Pearson   to  Richmond  IT.   Pear'son,   I)ecember   10,
1859,   in  -R.  FT.   Pearson  Papers.
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I'earson  also  mad.e  refer!ence   to   a   covered  waltway  t;hat   she
had  built  by  the  slaves  on  the  fourth  day  of  the  rain  because
she   t'could  stand  it  no   longeri   and,  between  showers   I  had.  a  -I
walk  made  from  the  house  to  the  kitchen."19    Then  she  went
into  details  of  how  the  colored  child.Pen  gathered.  the   stones
and  brought   sand  to  cover  the  walk  built  between  heavy  log
sills  mad.e  by  the  men''.   .   .   then  it  was   covered."20
The   smoke  house,   st;ore  house,   slave  quarters   and
spring  are  all  mentioned,  in  the  letters  covering  the  years
from  1812  to  1870.     Nothing  can  be  found   of  the  rein.ains   of
them  today  except  for  a  par't;   of  the  barn,   one  wall  of  the
ice  house,   and  traces  that  indicate  where  the  gardner  lived.2L
It  was  here  on  a  bluff  near  the  Yadkin River,   a  few
miles  from -Bockford,   that  Pearson  set  up  the  principal  seat
of  his   law  school.     He   justified  the  move  in  that  Richmond.
Hill  overlooked  the  town  of  -Rock ford,   then  county  seat  of
the   ar'ea  now  contained  in  Yad:kin,   Surr'y,   and  Forsyth
Counties.     It  was   a   good.  place   to   locate   and,  establish  a
law  school  in  that  lit  was  near  a   county  seat   as  well  as
away  from  distractions  for  his  law  students.     He  was  to
resid,e  at  Richmond,  Hill  t;he  rest  of  his  life.     It  was  here
in  the  nor'thern  part  of  Yadkin  County,   on  a  bluff  sloping
|9Ibid..
20Ibid .
2Lobsepvation  by  the   aut;hor'.
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northward,  d.own 'into  the  Yadkin  River  Valley,  where  t;he
Yadkin  flows  generally  eastward   and  form.s   the  present  day
b.ourid,ary  between  Yadkin  and  Surry  Counties,   that;   the  fame   of
Richmond  Mumford  Pearson  was  in.ade.22     Many  men,   pr>ominent   in
legal  and.  public  affairs  in  North  Carolina,   studied  law  at
Richo.ond  Hill  in  the  in.id,-nineteenth  centur'y  and  `Richmond
Hill  and.  Rock ford  were   closely  associated,  as   county-seat   and
famous   law  school  in  the   same   community.     Trie  place,   once   a
scene  of  great  activity  and  renown  is  now  greatly  d.ecayed,
and  almost  inaccessible  except  for  a  footpath.     The   town
of  -Rock ford  st;ill  survives  but  it  is  not  the  pr>ominent
place  that  it  once  was.     The   collective  impact   of  Pearson's
law  students  on  North,  Carolina's   jurisprud.ence  in  the  last
half  of  the  nineteenth  century  shows  wh.y  ''-Ric.hmond,  Hill'`
deserves  to  be  rat;ed.  as   one  of  the  far-reaching  schools   of
the  ante-bellum  per'iod  of  Southern  history.
One   of  Pearson's   students  d,escribed,  the  place   as   ''a
quiet   seclud.ed  spot"   and   said  that   "Peapson  might  have
selected.  it  to  get   away. from.  the  whirl  and  excitement  of
society"   and  where   ''students   could  be  quiet   and  have  nothing
to  withd.I.aw  their  in.ind,s   fr>om  their  books."23     Pearson  ''would,
22This  assertion  is  made  only  after  a   close  examination
of  the  facts   about   Jud,ge  Pearson  and  is  borne   out   and  proved.
during  the  course  of  this  work.
23frooten,   ''A  Fan.ous  Law  School."
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jokingly  say  to  his  boys,"  continued  this  student,   'tthat;  it
was   a  good  Place   to  wear  their  old  clothes."2h.    A,1luding  to
the  remot;eness  of  the   spot  John  M.   de  Berniere,   while  waiting
at  Rock ford  to   st;udy  law  when  Pearson  should.  retllfn  from  a
session  of  the  Supreme   Court,   wrote   on  September  3,   18L|.9:
''of  all  the  lonesome  places  this  gets  worse   .   .   ."25    In  a
letter  dated  March  8,   1851,  William.  H.  Battle  wr.ote  to  his
wife  from Rock ford  ''1  shall  certainly  not  be  ver>y  sorry  to
leave  here,   as  I  think  the  place  has  as  few  attractions  as
any  I  have   seen.''26     Apparently  the   area   did  not  become   any
more   attractive   for.on  .September  5,   1856,   David  Schenck
arr'ived   at  Rock ford.  to  attend  the   law  school,   and.  thus
record.ed his  react;ion:   ''1  ar'rived.  in  Rock ford--the  most
uninviting  place  I  ever  saw--my  spirits  were  dejected,  and,
my  heart  sank  within  me.     I  came  here  to  attend  the   'Law
School.'`'27    one  of  his  stud,ents  wrote   that  the  near'est
point  of  the  railroad.  from.  Richm.ond  Hill  was  High  Point,
'ta  distance  of  about  forty  miles.''28     Thus,   in  an  age  when
the  railroad  was   the  chief  in.eans  of  travel,   the  law  student
was  not   tempted  to   spend  a  night  or   a  week-end,  in  son.e
24.ERE.,   p.   4.66.
25John  M.   de  Bernier.e   to  Kemp  P.   Battle,   September'
18L[.9,   in  Battle  Family  Papers.
26Thrilliam  H.   Battle   to  his  wife,   ITarch  8,   1851,   in
Battle  Family  Papers.
27David  Schenck,   "Journal,"  September.  5,1856.
28frooten,   `lttA  Famous   I.aw  School,"   p.   465.
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town,   away  from.  his   studies,   and   the   school  was   free  from
the  noise   and  distractions  of  modern  society.     Council  S.
"ooten,   another  of  his  students,   d.escribes  the   sch,ool  in  a
a.iffer'ent   light.     "ooten  d.escribed.  -Richmond.  Hil.i   as  follows.:
It  was   an  id.eal  place  for  a   school.     The   climate  was
delightful,   the  air  invigorating,   implanting  the  glow
of  health  to  t;he   cheeks.     To  the  west  was   the  Blue  Ridge,
which  in  the  winter  was   covered  with  snow  and  ice,   and
which  looked.  beaut;iful,   glistening  in  the  clear  sunlight,
while  the  Yadkin,   a   clear,   pure,   limpid  mountainous
stream,   as  it  meandered  through  the  wooded.  hills   and.  the
blooming  meadows,   looked  like   a   stream  of  liquid  silver.
In  the  woods   there  was   an  abundance  of  hickory  nuts,
chinquepins  and  chestnuts,   and.  after  the  frost  had.
touched  the  forest  the  leaves  of  the  trees  presented.  a
var'iegated.  hue,   some   green,   some   a  r'usset   color,   son.e
the  poet  would  say,   ''d,istained  with  dusty
B:±±:#29°r  as
The   school  itself  was   cond.ucted  ''in  a  modest  building
on  the  lawn  of  Judge  Pearson's  r>esidence,"30  and  the   little
law  school  building  stood  on  the  west  sid,e  of  the  grounds.
His  office  was   set  off  down  the  hill  about  fifty  yar'd.s  from.
the  big  brick  house.     Th.e  entire  clearing  was,   and.  is,   sur-
r'ound,ed  with  large  walnut   and.  ced.ar  trees.
Pearson  was   somewhat   small  in  stature   and  possessed
no  striking  physical  char'acteristics  except  for  the  swash-
buckling  moustache  he  grew  in  later'  life.     David,  Schenck
described  Pearson  as  being:
A  small  man,   possessing  no  striking  mark  of  character
except  the  light  &  intelligence  of  his  eye.    He  is  care-
29Wooten,    'tA  Famous   Law  School,"   P.   h.65.
30Ibid.
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less   and  easy  in  his  manner  and.  sociable   in  h.is   learning.
He   sometimes  indulges   in  pleasantry
d,ignified   to  be  pleaant  ds  agreeable.9±d`  is   never   too
At  the  for'mal  presentation  of  the  portrait  of  Chief
Justice  Pear'son,   on  behalf  of  his  family,   to  the  Supreme
8ourt  of  INoriJh  Carolina,   on  lfarch  13,   1893,   Attorney-General
Frank  I.   Osborne   said  of  him:
His  life  is  a  part  of  the  history  of  our  State,  known
and,  read  of  all  men  .   .   .  no  man  ever  lived  on  this  earth
that  was  nearer  exactly  just  what  he   seemed  th,an  was   the
Chief  Justice   ....
±±:::§¥€:::::::i:;¥;]o±££j:L¥:::.::nij::::ra¥b:::&n±n
He  never  tur>ned  a   stud.ent  from.  his   d,oof  for  lack  of
means.     He   invited,  all   such  to   come   to  him.     He  was   one   of
those  rare  persons  who  trusted.  his   stud.ents'  honor  and  ability
to  repay  him.  in  the  future.    Following  such  a   course  as  this,
he  won  the  heart  of  every  young  man  with  whom  he  was   thrown
into  contact;   as  much  by  these  unselfish  acts  as  by  his
teaching,  he  gained,  through his  stud,ents  such  an  influence
as  has   ever  been  exercised.  before   or  since  by  any  iud,ge   over
the  bench  and  bar  of  North  Carolina.     The  number>  of  st;udents
ranged  over>  the  years  from  about   a   dozen  in  number  up  to  fifty.
Schenck  saw  twenty-t;hree  when  he   attend.ed,  his  first  lecture
3LSchenck,   "Journal,"  September  5,1856.
32112   N.   ff .   656.
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in  September,1856.33     one   of  Pearson's  br'others  wrote  from
Florid.a   on  J-uly  12,   1859:   '`1  think  you  ough,t   to  take   some
I.est,   what  do  you  do  with  you]:.  50   students."3h.     One   of  his
d.aughters  wrote   to  him  at  Raleigh  on  February  3,   1860,   that
there  were  thr'ee  or  four  stud.ents  present  already,   and  th,at
she  expected  the  law  school  sould  be  quite  large.35    Anoth,er
wrote  on  the  27th  of  February  that  there  were  eleven  or
twelve   stud.ents  present   and.  that   some  were   coming  in  the
following  week--she  believed  that   some  were   coming  as   soon
as  Wedensday  [sic.]   and  some,   maybe   sooner.     She   continued,
''ife.  Manly  and  Mr.   Cole  will  be  here  Wedensday   [sic]    and
we   are   looking  for  some   every  day  that  have  been  in  Salem.
since  Christmas .... "36    Richmond   Pearson,   son  of  the
Chief  Justice,  while  studying  law  under  his  father  at
Richmond  Hill,   wrote   on  October   12,   1872:
There  are  eighteen  young  fellows  up  here  now:   some   of
them  know  life   only  by  season!     but   ot`hers   are  well
ed.ucated  and,  d,ecidely  refined.     The  greatest  trouble
with  us  is  having  so  in.any  strangers  about  the  house:
There  are  eight  boarding  with  us,   and,  you"st  know  that
it  begets  not  a  little  inconvenienced:     still  they  are
all  very  good  matured,  and.   accor}'irn.odating   and,  bear   d.omestic
33Schenck,   "Journal,"  September  5,1856.
3Ll.An  unidentified  brot;her  to  Pearson,   July  12,   in  the
R.   M.   Pearson  I'apers.
33H.   P.   to  R.  M.   Pearson,   February  5,   1860,   in  the
R.   M.   Pearson  Papers.
36John  Gray  Bynun  11  to  R.  M.   Pearson,   February  27,
1860,   in  the  -R.   M.   Pearson  Papers.
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accidents  with  remarkable  cleverness.37
0n  February  22,   1857,  David  Schenck  arrived  at  Rock ford
to  resum.e  his   studies  and  found  there  h,is  friend  Shaw  who
gave  him  a   cordial  welcome.     There  Schenck  f`ound.  several  new
students   and  wondered  ''how  on  earth  all  of  them  are   to  in.ake
a  living  by  the  profession..t38
In  spite  of  the  precautions  exercised  by  Pearson  in
locating  his  school  in  a  rustic  area,  his  students  still
possessed  the  frailties  of  the  flesh  and  d.iscovered  concer'ns
other  than  the  mysteries  of  the  law.     John  M.  de  Berniere
related  how,  while  he  was  a   student  at  Richmond  Hill  in  the
Autum'm  of   184,9,   N.   L.  Williams   came  by  on  his  way  to  Ashe
County,   and  de  Berniere   and.  two   others   accompanied  him  uP
to  his  sirmpler  retr'eat.    During  their  sojourn,  he  wrote,
they  ''killed  more  whiskey  than  any  other  kind  of  game  most
of  the  I.est  being  too  wild.''39     Judge  William  H.  Battle  in
a  letter  to  his  wife  from Rockfor'd  in  the  spring  of  1851  spoke
of  `'the  contagion  of  dissipation  which  I  am  told  is  very
prevalent  here  and  hereabouts."h.°    He   continued,   ''there  are
37Richaond   Pearson  to  liove   Gales  Root,   October   12,   1872,
in  the  Ann  Gales  Root  Papers,   The  Southern  Historical  Collect-
ion,   University  of  North  Carolina.
38Schenck,   ''Journal,"  February  22,1857.
39J.ohn  in.   de  Berniere   to  Kemp  P.   Battle,   September   3,
18h.9,   in  the  Battle  Fan.ily  Papers.
I.°William  H.  Battle   to  his  wife,  March  8,   1851,   in  the
Battle  `Family  Paper.s.
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.   .   .   quite   a  number  of  law  students  here   several  of  whom
are  preparing  to  practice  at  more  bars  than  one.I.i
®n  Noverber  26,   1856,   David  Schenck  r'ecorded  that  he
had  raeturned.  from  a  magificant  party  at  M?.  Hair'ston's   in
Davie  County  which  nine  stud.ents  attended  and  that  he  had
'thad  a  great  deal  of  pleasu]:>e   and  participated.  very  fully
in  the  dance   and   other'  amusements."h'2     Jealousy  among  the
gentlemen  created  a  disturbance  and  Schenck  .himself  became
'tembroiled"  in  a   fight,   but   the  misund,erstand.ing  was   soon
clear'ed  up.     About  four.  months  later  Schenck  wrote  in  his
'! J.ourna 1 '' :
Am  esconced  in  my  old  domicil  and  have  been  read.ing
very  closely.    I  have  quit  several  bad.,   or  rather  injur-
ious  pracitces.     Smoking,   eatin
for'  supper,  and  drinking  liquor.9.3meat  or  drinking  coffee
Richmond  Hill  was  probably  as  isolated  as   seat  of
learning  as  existed.  in  North  Carolina   at  th`e  time.     On
October  3,   1856,   Schenck  wrote   in  his   ''Journal'':
Our.  amusem.ents   at  leisure  hours   are   agreeable   and
always  friendly  and  pleasant  ie  a  game  of  whist  or
quoits--we  have  the   J.udges  darfeht;eps  to  visit.   .   .   and.
they  are  always  pleased,  to   see   the  young  gentlemen  and
:::::=:i:  :h:EL.±n  the  most  interesting  and  social
i,|Ibid.
h'2Schenck,    "J-our.nal,"   RTovember'   26,1836.
I.3EEL.,   RTarch  8,1857.
44.ERE.,   October  3,1856.
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In  April,   1857,   Schenck  returned  to  Richmond  Hill
after  a  visit  to  RT.  Ii.  "illiams"   and  to  Salem,   and  found
®ur  school  in  a  ferment  lwo  stud.ents  having  fought  on  the
slavery  question.''h'5     Judge  Pearson  sometimes   joined  his
students   and  played  chess  with  th,em.     His   son Richmond,   a
grad,uate  of  Princeton  in  1872,   studied  law  under  him.  in  the
Autumn  of  that  year.    He  wrote  that  he  and  his  father  played
chess  and  that  the  Chief  Justice  was  fond  of  the  gain.e,   but;
that  he  would.  not  play  his  son  until  he  was  sure  that  t;h.e
latter  was  getting  along  well  with  his  law.h.6    One   of  the
Chief  Justice's  greatest  pleasur'es   came  when  he  beat   ''th,at
Princeton  lad"   in  the   game.     These  few  amusem.ents   left  much
to  be  d,esired  by  the   students.     Many  of  them  still  found.
Richm.ond  Hill  a   lonely  and  desolate  place.     David,  Schenck
reflects  this  concept  in  his  '!Jounnal"  on  a  rainy  d.ay,
May  3,   1857.     He  records   the  gloom  that  prevailed.  over  him
as  he  listened  to  the  torrents  of  rain  upon his  log  cabin,
and  said:
In  this  lonely  spot  no  society  gladdens  t.he  heart  of
the  young  man  or'  offer's   to  his  bound.ing  spirits  one
bright  line  of  hope--all  is  monotanous,   dreary  and
tiresom.e.     The  mind.  grows  fatigued,  with  the   abstra
learning  of  so  subtile  a   science  as  the  law ....
4.5Schenck,   "Journal,"  April  20,   1857.
h.6Richaond  Pearson  to  Love   Gales   Root,   October'   12,
1872,   in  the  Ann  Gales  Root  Papers.
I.7Schenck,   "Journal,"  May  3,   1857.
According  to   the   (Raleigh) Sentinel,   it  had.
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long  been
a   custom  at   the  Richmond  Hill  Law  School  to  ter'minate   the
yearts  class  exercises  with  a  dinner  party,  with  all  the
stud.ents   and  Pearson  present.Ll.8     This  paper  reported   an
interesting  incid,ent  as  having  occurred  at  the  d.inner  of
I)ecember  15,   1870.     Pearson  presid.ed  at   the  d,inner,   several
toasts  were  offered  by  him  ''and   [they] d.rank  solus,   because
of  the   sentim.ent.''     At  t;he   close,   one   of  t;he   students  pr'o-
posed,  a   toast  ''to   the   success   of  the  Conser'vative  party,"
whereupon  the  Chief  Justice  became  very  indignant,   arose
from  the   table   and  proceeded   to   ad.minister  a   tttremend,ous't
rebuke  particular'ly  to  two  of  the  students.     He  remarked
that  he  could.  not  endure  these  two,   that  he  considered  it
a   great   condescension  even  t;o   speak  to   them.     One   of  them.
inquir.ed,  what  they  had.  d,one  to  incur.  his  displeasure,   then
he  replied  that  they  t'were  unworttry  of  the  nan.e   of  mLaE±,   because
one  of  them  subscribed,  for  the  Raleigh
for  the  REilm.ington Journa 1. ''il,9
Sentinel  and.  the  other
The  two   students  in  question
were   John  J.  Fowler  of  Wilmington,   and  W.   J.  Means   of
Concord..
Pearson  continued  to   cond.uct  the   law  school  at
Richm.ond.  Hill  into  the .final  two  year's   of  his   life.     There
I.8(Raleigh)
4.9Ibid..
Sentinel,   December 28,   1870.
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is  no  evidence  to  verify  th.e  exact  year  the   school  actually
closed  its   d.oops.      J.erom.e  Dowd  wrote   th,at   T.   H.   Ooble,   for
several  years  general  counsel  for  the  Carolina  Centr'al  Rail-
road  west   of  Charlotte,   spent  t;he  year  1877   at;   the   Pearson
school,   and  that  he  obtained.  his  license  to  pr.actice  in
January,   1876.5°    I)owd  also  wrote   that  Benjamin  F.   Long
(later  compiler  and  publisher  of  Pearson's  law  lectures)
entered,  Pearson's   school  in  1876,   and   obtained,  his   licens6
to  practice  in  the  following  year.5L    Richar'd  ff .  Puryear
of  ¥adkin  County  entered  the  law  school  sometime   in  1877  about
one  year  before  the  Chief  Justice's  death.     As  far  as  is
known  at  the  present   time  Long,   Coble,   and.  Puryear  were
the  last  of  a  long  line  of  students  on  the  ''Hill."
5°Jerome  Dowd,
Garolinians   (Ralei
Sketches  of  Prom`inent  Livin
gh:   Edwapds   de  Broughton,   1




PEIARSON'S   METH0I)S   0F   TEACHING   JURISPRUDENCE
From.  the  time  Pearson  asked,  h,is   fir.st  question  ''That
is  the  law?'t  until  after  one,   and  generally  two  years,   w.hen
he  cer'tified   a   student  for]  graduation,   there  was  only  one
compelling  att;faction  at   t'The  Hill!'.     That  was  Pear'son's
phenom.enal  memor'y,   his  brilliantly  precise   and   lucid  mind,
and.  his   ability  i;o  bring  jurisprud,ence   to  life  and  make  it
meaningful  to  his   stud,ents.     He  was  ardently  in  love  with
his  work  for  which  he  had,  made  th,opough  preparation,   and  to
which  he  gave  t;he  best  year's   of  his  life.1    The   law  schools
in  RTorth  Carolina   at   this   time  were   conducted  with  the   same
method,s   as  those  used.  in  law-office  teaching.     Study  in  a
law  office  was   far  more  haphazard.  than  it  was   systemat;ic.
The   student  picked  up  what   law  he   could  from  being  ar'ound
a  practicing  attor'ney  and  reading  his  books.     The   studies
were  molded,  on  much  the   same  pattern  in  the  pr'ivate   law
schools,   such  as   the  one   taught  by  Chief  Justice  Pearson.
ELearning  law  was  more   a  practical  in.atter  than  a   theoretical
one.     The   teachers,   unless   t;hey  were  retired,   cont;inued,  to
practice  law  as  their  pr'ime  purpose  in  life,   teaching
jurisprud,ence  on  the   side  to  supplement   their  income.
LW.  D.  I,ewis,   Great  American  nawyers   (Philadelphia:
Winston,1908),   p.   233-Iei?einafter>  cl   e     as  Lewis,   flaw.y.eps.
3Ll,
Pearson  was  Well  qualified  to  present  the  law  to  his  pupils.
He  had  had  exper]ience   in  actual  practice   and,,   though  he  had.
not  had  the  highest  type  of  training,  he  did  krlow  how  to
teach  a  young  man  the  basic  principles  of   jurisprudence   and
the  way  to  begin  and  build  a   successful  pr'actice  at   the  bar.
So  thoroughly  had.  he  mastered.  the  principles  of  jurisprudence
and.  so  familiar  was  he  with  i;he  writer's   of  law  of  th.e   time
that  he  neveri  during  his  lectures  opened  a  book  in  the   class-
r.oom,   and  his   ''Powerful  memory  Pet;ained   every  detail,   even
the   side  pages   or  margins  where   a   given  d.octrine   could.  be
f ound . It2
The  most  st;Piking  characteristics   of  Pearson  were  his
courage,   justice,   and   simplicity.3    His   love  of   just;ice  was
innate   and  all-controlling.     He  was  a  great  law  teacher  and
his  exch,ange  of  thoughts  and,  ideas  with  his  pupils  was  such
as   to  establish  lasting  ties  between  himself  and.  those  whom
he  instructed.    As  evidence  of  their  affection  for  him,  his
former   stud.ents   erected,  a  monument   to  his  in.emory  in  Oatwood
Cemetery,   at  Raleigh.4.    At   t;hat   time   about   one-half  of  the
seven  hundred  lawyers   of  the  State  had.,   at   one   time,   been
his  pupils,   and,  they  t'loved  their'  old,  Chief.  as  child,Pen
love  their.  father."5
2Eewis,  lawyers,   p.   23tr.
3Ibid.
trDick,   'haemor.ial   Address,t'   p.   8.
5in3wis,   Lawyers,   p.   235.
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This  is  a  tribute  rarely  paid,  to  a  teacher  by his
associates  under  such  circumstances.6    It  is  difficult  to
imagine   a  in.ore  t;Tying  position  than  that  occupied  by  the
Chief  Justice  at  that  time.     Passion  and  prejud,ice  had,
inflamed.  the  public  mind.  to  such  an  extent  that  it  was
extremely  difficult;   to  secur>e   a   satisfactory  adjustment  of
the  many  opposing  interests  that  grew  out;  of  that  unfor-
tunate  conflict.7    Through  it  all  he  was  idolized,  by  his
students   and  reverenced  by  the  bar.     He  had.  his  per'sonal
faults,   but  ''not  one  that   came  near  his  hear.t.t'8
Tear  by  year,   for  over  forty  year's,   ther'e  went  forth
from  his  home   at  FTocksville,   and   later'  from  the  quiet   sh.ades
of  Richmond,  Hill,   a   small  body  of  in.en,   thor'ough,1y  instructed
in  jurispr'udence  by  the  'tfinest  teacher  of  law  in  the  State,"
and.  who  were  prepared,  i;o   take  their   stand  in  the  front  ranks
of  the   legal  profession.     He  was  not   a   case-law  teacher>,   but
he  regar'ded.  the   law  as   a   system  and  a   science   that  afforded.
ample  fluid.  for  the  exercise  of  the  powers  of  reason.
Jurisprudence  was,   he   said,   a   ''1iberal  science  based  upon
gener'al  principles   and.  corr'ect  r'easoning."9     0n  a  new
6See   65  RT.   a.   "Appendix"   for  Pearson's  defense   of  his
rulings  in  the  ''Kirk-Holden mar."
7Ibid.
8Brooks   and  Lefler,   (eds.)   Papers   of  Waiter  Glark,
p.   555.
9Gaskill  v.   King,   3h.  N.   a.   223.
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question  of  law  and  one   ''not  alluded.  to  in  the  books,"
Pearson  said.,   'tit  must  be   decided  by  the   aid  of  legal  analogies
and  the  reason  of  the  thing."10   'It  is  not  enough  that   a  man
is  guilty;  his  guilt  must  be  proved.  according  to  th.e  law  of
the  land  before  he   can  be  punished,`t    Pearson  wrote   on  at
least  one  occasion.11    This  is  true  and  right  he  thought
because  ''This  principle  is  set  out  in  the   'Declaration  of
Rights,I   as  a  sacred  guaranty  [sic.]   necessary  for  the  pro-
tection  of  life  and  liberty."12    His  pupils  scattered  all
over'  the  State  and  the  South,   everywh,er'e   occupying  positions
of  t;he  greatest  eminence,   and,  they  carried  with  them  the
impress   of  the  great  mind,  of  I;he  man  at  whose  feet  `thay  sat
when  seeking  the  principles  upon  which  was  to  be  founded.  the
pract;ice  of  their'  profession.13    At  a  meeting  of  the  Bar,
Judge  MCKay   said:
He   taugh.t   the  young  to  reason  and  ithen  once   a   con-
clusion  was  arrived  at  by  the   student,   it  was   such  a
conclusion  as   satisfied,  the  investigating  mind.  in  search
of  truth  and,  did  honor  to  the  teacher  who  planned  and.
led,  the  young  in.ind  into  and,  along  the  channel  of  patient
thought  and,  thorough  investigat;ion .... 1h.
Pearson  despised,  verbiage,   surplusage,   and   sham.     He
L°Howie   v.   Bea,    75  IT.   a.   2h,0.




Observer, January  8,   1878.
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was   impat;lent  With  efforts  by  lawyers   or  students  to  shine
in  oratory  or  accumulations   of  learning.    Kemp  P.  Battle
said.,   'tl  tried   a  flight  of  eloquence   on  him  once.     I  saw  his
eyes  begin  to  look  deadly,   and  I  fell  to  earth  at  once."L5
As   an  example  of  Pearson's   quest  for  simplicity,   and.  his
cutting  away  the  verbiage   and.  ir>relevencies   in  .his   decisions
he  wrote:
Interist r>eipublicae  ut   sit finis  litium  is  a  maxim
in  every  system.  of  law.     In  plea9ings by  the   course  of
:±:a&:F:::::'fto##t:fag::a#g°£:og::t::d=:#bfifter
judgm.ent  the  question  touching  a  gaming  consideration
¥£:e§£Eo=dj:;u:±C:±a;r£:g.iguld  not  be  again  presented
Council  S.  "ooten  states  t;hat  he
.   .   .   never>   saw  him  reading  a   law  book.     His   figure  was
small,   inclined  to  stoop  in  the  sholders,  with  a  well
shaped  head  which  "as  bent  fo]:.ward  as  he  walked,   as  if
in  deep   thought   arid-`rfuithTa   black  eye   and  as  piercing  as
an  eagle's.     I  at  once  thought  of  what  I  had  read  about
the  great  emperor  of  the  HI?ench,  before  the  glance  of
whose   eye  no  man  could  stand  without  quailing.     He  was
plain  in  his  dress  and  simple  in  his  manners  as  an  old
farmer   and  was   as  kind  hearted  a  man  as  I  ever  knew,
never  lanew  a  more  honest  man.17
Wooten  continued  his  praise   of  Pearson  by  saying:
.   .   .   In  wr.iting  his   opinions  h,is-r'easoning  was   clear  and
forcible,  his  language  was  plain,   simple   and  strong,   and
was  of  the  purest  lEnglish.     There  was  no  effort  at  orna-
15Battle,   ''History  of  the  Supreme   Court.tt,   103  N.   a.   373.
16Ransour:.   v.   MCGlees,    6L|.   N.   a.   3L!..
L7gounci|  S.  "ooten,   ''Richmond,  FTumford   Pearson,"
(Charlotte9)   Daily  Observer,   n.d,.   in  the  RTorth  Carolina-Room,   University  of  Nor'th  Carolina.
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mentation  or  d,isplay,   but  he  used,  such  word,s   as  would
best   expr'ess  his  meaning.     He  Was   like   a  in.an  ".ho  went
into  the  forest  and  pur>sued  the   Straight;est  way  to  reach
his   end.     He  blazed.  his   own  way  and   tr>od  not   in  beaten
paths.     He  was   a  great   logician  and  could   take   certain
S::::¥:n:f°fe:::::iga:::¥v:h:tL:Wp::p::ego:::u:¥oi.|8
Wooterb,one   of  Pearsonls  for'mer'   students,   in  1905  des-
cribed  in  detail  his  instructor's  d,iffer'ent  method,s  of
teaching.     He  wrote   that   in  teaching  lawjpearson  ad.opted.  the
method,s   of  Socrates,   Plato,   and.  Aristotle,   by  asking  the
stud.ents  questions.     He  did  not  give  lessons,   but  he   told
his   stud.ents  what  books   they  must  r'ead.,   and  then  about
t;wice   a  week  the   stud,ent;s  would  come   t;o  his   office   and.  he
would  examine   them  upon  what  they  had  r'ead,  by  asking  them
questions.     To  "ooten,   this   seem.ed  t;he   true  way  to  teach  and
it  made  a  deep  impression  upon  his  mind;  he  even  wondered
wtry  everyone  did  not  adopt  the  Socratic  method  of  teaching.19
Wooten  states  that  the  Chief  Justice   once  described  h.is   system
of  teaching  as  like  manuring  broad,cast,  while  the  other  was
like  manuring  in  the  hill.20
This   descr.iption  seemed,  very  apt   to  Throoten  and.  he
goes   on  to   say:
His  office  was  at  the  bottom  of  a  hill  and  before  he
18frooten,   ''Richmond  Munford  Pearson,"   (Charlotte?)
Daily  Observer,   n.d..
L9"ooten,   Wa  Famous   old   Time   Law  School,"   ii,   L[.65.
20Equ.,   p.  h.66.
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would  come  in  to  lecture,   he  would  walk  ar.ound.  th,e  hill-
sid,e  and.  break  off  a  little  twig  fr'om  some  favorite  tree
and.  come  in  chewing  it  and.  then  he  would  take  his   seat
and,  begin  to   ask  questions.     His   lectur.es  wer.e   about   two
hours  in  length.     He  had.  a  regular  system.  in  his  lectur>es
for  he  would  take  up  some   subject   and,  exh.aust   it,   and.
E:e:a::h:°£::uS::de:t:  i:#d::tt#£:kin:::e:e::o:?2LSub ject.
''1  consider  myself  fortunate  in  having  read  law  under
him,t'  "ooten  said.,   and,  ''He  was   the  greatest  teacher  th,at;
ever  lived  on  the  earth,   and.  I  don't  believe  th,at  there  will
ever  be   such  another.1122
Benjamin  F.  Long  w]:.ote   that   it  was   a  maxim  with  Pear-
son  ''that  training  which  would.  prepare  one   to  in.eet   any
question,  however  sud.denly  ar.ising,t'   should  be  the  objective
of  any  teacher.23    Long  said  that  Pearson  thought
.   .   .  that;  it  was  not  best  for  the  student  to  pursue  too
analytically  or  consectively  page  after  page  of  Coke  or
Blackstone,   but  r>ather  try  to  in.aster,   in  its  turn,   each
great  subject  of  the   law,   --learning  to  look  at  it  from.
¥:ri::£tp::n::s::L¥:e¥io;;::d:a E;  :£:W::s::::t8=:S:i:n:24
In  this  manner  the   student  would  become   t'better>  furnished  for
the  conflict;s  of  the  forum,   wh,er'e  questions  of  Law  arise  in
2lwooten,   ''A  Famous  Law  School,''   p.   266.
22Ibid.
23Benjamin  F.  Long, com.piler,   The  Law  Lectures  of  thejillHate  thief  Justice  Richri.ond,  M.   Pears6FT(EEle
Broughton  & COmpa
cited  as  Long,
TTpreface,     pp.   I.-3.     Hereinafter
Pearson's   IIect;ures.
2h.Eng.,   p.   5.
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no  regular  order.tt23
Jud.ge  Dick  stated,  that  Pear'son  had.  no   str'ictly  scien-
tific  arr'angem.ent  or  definite  scholastic   system  of  education,
but   cori'irn.unicated,  instruction  by  frequent   exam.inat;ion  on  the
texts,   accompanied  by  familiar  conversational  lectures.26
Pearson,   according  t;o  Dick,   was   fond  and.  pr'oud.  of   t`his  boys,"
and  did,  not  confine  his  inst;ruction  to  the  classroom,,   but
would  talk  to  them  on  legal  subjects  whenever  an  opportunity
arose--at   the   t;able,   on,   the  paths  in  the  woods   as  they  went
to  a  neighbor''s  house,   at  the  fishing  place  on  the  river,   or
in  the  summer  afternoons  as  they  sat  in  the   shad,es  of  the
old.  oaks   on  the  hill,   op  down  by  the   spring.27
R.  Th.  Winston  in  his   comparison  of  Pear'son  and  Leonard
Hender>son  said  that  they  both  ''would,  rather  their  students
reasoned,  correct;ly,   though  they  gave   a  wr'ong  answer,   than
that  they  r'easoned  wrong  and   stumbled  upon  the  right   answer>.28
He  was   fond.  of  meeting  legal  problems  by  homely  com.parisons
and,  phrases.     Son.etimes  h,is   students  received,  an  extra   treat
25Ibid.
26Dick,   ''Memorial  Address,"   p.   21.
27Ibid..
288.  W.  Winston,   ''Presentation  of  Portrait  of  Chief
#:#:L#:::;:::;i:i:::::ie#::::;::S?::::;i:#::25i,
a   Portrait.tt
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from  his  sense  of  humor.     His  wit   consisted  in  unexpected
application  of  legal  language  to  non-legal  Subjects.     Governor
Galdwell  said.  to  him  when  they  wer'e  both  young,   "Pearson,
why  did,  you  let  the  Bishop  confirm  you?    You  know  you  are
not   a  fit  member  of  the   c.hun.ch.''     "Well,''  Pearson  supposed.Iy
answered,   ''when  I  was  baptized,   my  sponsor's   stood.  security
for  me.     I  thought  it  dishonest  to  hold.  them  bound  fora  me,
and.  I  surr'end,er'ed.  in.yself  in  discharge   of  ny  bail.''29    He
would  sometimes   say,   ttYQu  can't  make   an  omelet  without
smashing  an  egg,   nor  clear  a  road  through  a  forest  without
'outting  down  a   tree.t'3°    He  was  not   an  idolator  of  other
men's  thought,   and.  if  he   thought   a  pr'ed.ent  were  wr'ong,   or,
if  in  the  progress  of  events  it  had  become  an  anarchronism,
he  did.  not  hesitate  to  overrule  for'mer  d.ecisions.     In  the
December,   1856,   term  c)f   court,   Pearson  said.:
One   excellence   of  the   common  law  is,   that  it  works
itself  pilfe,   by  drawing  from.  the  fountain  of  r'eason,   so
that   if  er'ro-rs   cr'eep  into  it`,   upon  reason,   which-more
enlarged  views  and   a  higher  state  of  enlightment,   grow-
ing  out   of  the  extension  of  comrn.erce   and.  other  causes,
§:£¥:€u:£tb3e:£=±:£5:¥£J   they  may  be  worked  out  by
Hemp  P.  Battle  in  his   ''Ad,dress   on  the  History  of  the
Suprem.e  Court:   stated  that  Pearson  leaned,  toward  mercy  in
29Batt|e,   "Hist;ory  of  the  Supreme  Count,''   103  N.   a.   373.
3QBrooks   and  Lefler',
p.   555.
(ed.s. ) ,   Papers  e£ Waiter  £±±±=±,
3Lshaw  v.   moore,   I.9  IT.   a.   27.
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his  decisions  and  that  h,e  was   ''watchful  for  circumstances
which  could.  mitigate  murder  to  manslau8hter',"  and  ''which
Could  make   a   case  out   of  larceny  r'ather  than  one   of  highway
riobbery.''32    In  a  burglary  case,   for  instance,  he   spoke  of
a   chimney  which  was   low  and  easy  of  entr'arice,   ''A  traveling
dog  or  an  enterprising  old  sow"  might  have  easily  entered  the
house,   and  therefore  no  one  should  be  held  guilty  of  burglary
for  entering.33    In  another  case,  he  made   a   compar'sion  between
fellow  in.en  'tas  one  rotten  egg   spoils   an  om.elettt;   so  he  thought;
the   same  rule   applied   to  man.3Ll.
Pearson  concerned  him.self  prim.arily  with  the  teaching
of  the  pr'actical  points  of  cort'imon  law  and   the   state   law  of
North  Carolina  rather  than  that  of  Constitutional  law.    He
thought  that  this  would  be  of  greater  benefit  to  his  stud,ents
in  their  profession.     This   one-sid.ed  emphasis  of  corm'ion  law
and  neglect  of  federal  law  had  several  reasons  behind  it.
His   specialty  was   common  law  and,  equity.     A  choice  text   of
his  and.  possibly  the  one  which  he  cited  most  often--and
required  the  read.ing  of  by  his   students--was  John  Ad.ams
( 1813? -19h.8 ) ,
great  merit.
E±g  Doctrine  ££  Equity.,   an  English  work  of
32Batt|e,   ''History  of  the  Supreme  Court.tr
33State  v.  "illis,   52  N-.   a.192.
3Ll.Palmer   v.   Giles   58   IN.   a.   89.
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Twice  reference  has  been  made   t;o  Benjamin  F.  Long
who  was  the   compiler  of  the  only  published  volume   of  Pearsoris
law  lectures.     The   compilep's   t'Preface,''  written  by  him.  on
June  1,1879,   over  a  year  after  Pear'son's  death  is   extremely
interesting.    Eong  wrote:
The  plan  which  was  pursued  by  the  late  distinguished
Chief  Justice  Pearson  in  impar'ting  instruction  to  stud.ents
of  the  law  was  peculiar>   to  himself ,   as  will  be  remembered,
by  all  the  nun.erous  member's  of  the  bar  of  North  Carolina
who  laid  the  foundatio.n  of  their  legal  attainments  und,er
his  tuition.     No  text-books  were  used.  at  his  recitations.
By  a   few  simple  questions,   so  pointed,  as  to  reach  the
marrow  of  the   subject   at  hand,  he   tested  and.  drew  out   the
st;ud.ent's  knowledge;   and.  any  incompleteness   in  the
answers  by  the   students  were   su]:'e   to  be  tested  by  th,e
stores  of  learning  that  poured  fort.h  fr'om  his  own  full
mind.     A  long  life  devoted,  to  the  mastery  of  the   science
of  law  had  mad.e  him  at  home   in  every  branc.h  of  it;   and
every  stud.ent  will  bear  testimony  to  the  closeness,   the
:::::::::::is:39 the  fidelity  of  his  explanations  and
Long  further  explained  that  the  lectures  wer.e  never  in  Tmanu-
script  form  but  given  from  the  fertile  mind  of  Pearson
without  the  presence  of  any  notes.     The  lectures  had  been
carefully  preserved.  by  student's  notes  from  session  to  ses-
sion  as  each  lecture  was  distinct.     The   stud.ents   soon
d.iscovered  this,   and.  the  notes  of  former'  students  were  left
and.  ad.ditions   ad.d,ed  to   the  in.ast;era   copy  from  time   to   time
by  each  succeeding  crop  of  stud.ents  made   it  very  complete.
It  was  from  this  soilfce  and,  from  his  own  careful  notes
that  .Eong  was   able  to  prepar'e  the  law  lectures   and,  compile
35|iong,   pearsonls  Lecturesj "Preface,"  P.   3.
6h.
them  for  interested  stud.ent;s   of  Pearson's  life.    `I]ong  states
that  two  d.istinct   char'acter.istics  present  themselves  in  these
lectures.     One  was,   their  being  in  the  form  of  question  and,
answerL   and  the  other,   their  apparent  want  of  continuity.36
The   lectures  have  been  d.ivid.ed.  into  five  books.     The
first  is  entitled,  ''Of  t;he  Rights  which  Relate  i;o  Things
Real,'t  and  is  further  subd.ivided.  into   sixteen  lectures,   The
second,  book,   ''The  Rights  which  Relate   to  Things  Per.sonal,"
contains  four.lectures.     The  third  book,   ''The  -Rights  which
Relate  to  the  Person,t'   cont;aims  only  one  lecture,  with  sup-
plementary  notes   on  in.aster   and,  servant,   and.  guar.d.lan  and.
ward.     The  four.t;h  book,   ''Pr'actice   of  the  Law  in  Civil  Cases,"
contains  eleven  lectures;. and  the  fifth  book,   ''Doctrine  of
Equity,'t  contains  five  lectures.37    Ihus,   this  compilation
contains  thirty-seven  lectures.
In  Pearson's  legal  though,t,   corm.on  law  was  the  first
th.ing  and  from  this   center  there  r'ad.iated  outwar'd.  in  con-
centric  circles,   as  in.ay  be  aptly  illustrated.  by  the   state
constit;ution,   the  state  statutes,   then  the  feder'al  consti-
t;ution,   and  finally,   the  federal  statutes.    It  is  only
necessary  to  read  Pear'son's   judicial  opinions  to  discern
what  his  generation  thought  about  the  relationship  of  t;he
36Long,   Pear>sonls  Lectures ttpreface,''   P.   4..
37Ei±.,   "Contents,"  pp.   7-8.
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individual  to  the  State,   and  of  the  states  to  the  nation;
about  the  role  of  government,   and,  about  the  character  of  the
law  itself .    His  teaching  reflect;ed  his  legal  philosophy  in
much  the   Same  way.     Pearsonls   lectures   as   compiled  by  `Long
show  that  along  with  the  answers  to  the  questions,   simple
explanations  are  many  times   attached.     This  d.evice  would
clothe   the   answers  wit;h  I.eason,   making  compr'ehension  of
them. much  less  difficult  for  the  immature  student.
Soon  after  David  Schenck's   arrival  at  Pearson's
school,  he  corm.enced.  a  general  review  of  his   county  court
course,   aided  by  his  reference   to   ''copious"  notes  on
Pearson's  lectures.38    Then  he  attended  his  first  lecture
he  thought  that  it  was  ''a  novel  and,  interesting  spectacle"
to  see  the  young  gentlemen  sitting  at  the  feet  of  ''this
great;  legal  genius  to  learn  wisdom  and  hear  the  teachings  in
this   complicated   science."39    He  went  on  to   say  that
The   judges  plan,   is  to  lecture  in  a  familiar  conver-
sational  tone  and  to  elicit  the  stud.ents  knowledge  by
questions  and.  I.emarks--Everything  is   simplified  and
brought   clearly  to   the  under'standing.     The   scene  remind.ed.
me  much  of  wh,at  I  have  read  of  the   schools  of  Socrates,
of  Plato  and  other  philosophers,  nor  d,o  I  think  they
¥:::h:::fi.olearned  in  their  Sciences  than  our  venerable




0n  October  3,   1836,   Schenck  wrote   th.at  he  had.  learned.
''a  vast   deal.n    He  was  highly  deligh,ted  with  Pearson's  mode
of  teaching,   and  had  already  profited   "greatlytt  from  it.I.1
He   attend,ed   t.hree   lectures   each  week:   two   on  county  court
and.  one  of  superior  court.
As  to  the  texts  available  to  Pearson's   students,   they
wer>e   surveyed   and  catalogued   in  Augrist,1868,   by  "L[aura] a..
Pfearson]  and  R[ichmond]   M.   Pfearson]   and  the  number  of  them
was   '27h.."4.2    Included  were  the  following  titles:
Story's  Equity,   Story's  Oommentar>ies   (1  vol.)   Starkie
on  Evid,ence,   Ir.edell's  Digest,   Smith's   leading  gases,
3:t:i;;:53:g:::;:£t#ogTeL8g6::;:eThL:bE::H
Reports   (57  volum.es   shown) ,   Bacon's  Abridge-in.ent,   Ired,ell
on  Fkecutor
(i  volume) .
Laws   of   N.
a [ommon]   law
gunningham's  Law  Dictionary,   Blackstone
These  Were  generally  left   openly  accessible   to  the   st;ud.ents
while  he  was   away  from Richmond.  Hill.     He  h,ad.  furnished
books  at  mocksville  and  it  is  very  probable  that  he  continued
this  policy  at  Richmond  Hill.    Some  of  his  favorite  texts
Were i
Blackstone,   .Gooe,   Feapne   on  Remainder's   and   Sand.-
erson  on  Uses   and  Trusts   .   .   .  He  required  his   student;s
to  r'ead,  them.   .   .   for'  he  regarded.  them.  as





I.2Gatalogue   in  the  R.   M.   Pearson  Papers.
I.3Ibid.
44arooten,   ''Richoond  FTunford  Pearson,"   (Charlotte?)
Observer n,d.
gHAPTRE   IV
INFlnJETiicE  a.F  THE  rmw  SCHoo`.hi  oN
NORTH   CAROLINA   JURISPRUDENCE
Richmond  Hill  law  School  left  its  im.print  upon  th,e
character'  of  a  people   already  rich  with  the  lives  of  great
in.en.     N-orth  Carolina   is   pr.oud   of  her  soldiers,   her   states-
m.es,   and  her'   orator;s,   but;  her  proudest  possession  is  her
courts   of   just;ice,   and.  the  dignity,   the  wisdom.,   and   the
impartiality  with  which  her   judges   and.  lawyers  administer
justice   among  men.     After  a   thorough  and  careful  analysis
of  historical  -facts,   the  writer  is  persuaded  th,at  Chief
Justice  Pearson  was  one  of  the  master  spirits  in  the
foundation  and  development  of  t;hese  institutions.     He
brought  to  the  study  of  jurispr'udence  the  energy  of  a
toiler',   the  investigation  of  a  scientist,   and  the  enth,usiasm
of  a`devotee.i    With  him  t;he  law  was  neither   a   trade,   nor'  a
business,   nor   an  avenue   to  wealth.     Instead.  it  was   a   solemn
and  dignified  profession  at;tend.ed  with  vast  responsibilities
and,  affor]ding  unlimited,  opportunities  for  good.2
N-am.es   that  brighten  t;he   pages   of  North  Carolina
jurisprudence  are  to  be  found  on  the  roll  of  students  who
LLewis,   Lawyer's,   pp.   235-236.
2Ibid.
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attended   th,e   fan.ous   law  school  of  Chief  Justice  Richmond,
mumford   Pearson  at  mocksville   and  later  at  Richmond.  Hill.3
I)uriing  the  midd.Ie  and,  final  year>s  of  the  nineteent.h  century,
these  men  r'epresented   the   cream  of  the   RTorth.  Gapolina  bench
and.  bar'.     Pr'od.ucts   of  this   school  were  in.en,   who  in  their
d,ay-to-d.ay  practice   of  law,   gave   the  North  Carolina  bench
and.  bar  a  luster  which,   in  a  very  real  sense,  reflected,  the
personality  of  this  exceptionally  talented  in.an.     The  col-
lect;ive  impact  of  his   stud,ents   on  INorth  Garolina's
development  in  the  last  half  of  the  nineteenth  century
shows  why  the  Richmond,  Hill  Law  Sch.ool  deserves   to  be
rated  as  one  of  the  important  schools  of  the  ante-bellum
South.
The  Chief  Justice  never  turned  a  student  from his
school  for  lack  of  means.4'    He  trusted  the  honor  and  ability
of  such  a   st;udent  to  pay  him  in  the  future,   and,  if  h.e  failed
i;o  do   so,   Pearson  "quietly  endur'ed   the   loss.'!5    Through  such
unselfish  acts,   as  well  as  by  the  teachings  of  his  powerful
intellect,  he  gained  through  his  students  such  as  influence
''as  has  never  been  exercised''   on  the   state  of  North  Carolina
''before   or  since  by  any  Judge  over'  the  bench  and  bar  of  this
State."6    Although  he  never  turned  students   away  from  his
3Battle,   t'History  of  the  Supreme  Count."
4."Appendix,"   112  N.   C.   657.
5|bid.        6|bid.
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d.oof  for>  lack  of  fund.s,   other  factors   limited  the  number  of
students.    Francis  D.  Koonce,   writing  t;o  Thomas  Ruff in,   said
that  he  had  been  studying  und,eri  Pearson  for  one   session  but;
that  he   could  not  find  board   and  lodging  for>  the  next  term.7
in?s.   Pearson  apparent;1y  exercised   some   degree   of  influence
upon  her  husband,  in  his  selection  of  qualified,  students.
"iile  visiting  her  uncle,   RTicholas  I.  Williams,   FTary  Pear-
son  wrote  her  husband.:
.   .   .  I  left  this  in.orning  for  home;   just  before  leaving
EL?s.  French  asked  me   to  boarid  her'   son  who  wishes   to   come
her'e   and  read  law;   I  rae fused,  repeatedly;   .   .   .   I  hope
you  will  say  no!     emphatically!!     I  don't  like  his   looks;
think  he  disepat8s;   I  don't  wish  to  be  trubled  with
boarders....
It  may  be  said  tr'uthfully  that;  from  t;his  institution
grad.uated   some  of  the  most  distinguished  jurists   and  lawyers
of  the  State's  histor>y.     A  few  of  them  later  occupied  the
highest  positions   on  the  bench  and  at  the  lc)ar.     These  in.en
compare  favor>ably  with  the  later  generation  of  lawyers,  who
have  been  educated   to   the  profession  und,er.  more  in.odern  ideas
of  legal  education.     Judge  Dick  attested,  to  the  fact  that
Pearson's   law  school  was   ''very  pr`osperous.tt9    He   stated   that
he  had.  heard,  Pearson  say  that  he  had,  instructed  more   than  a
7Hamilton,  g± 9£Thomas  Ruff in,   Ill,   pp.  h.1-I.2.
8Mary  Pearson  to  Richmond  in.   Pearson,   ITarch  17,   1860,
in  A.   M.   Pear'son  Papers.
9Dick,   ''FTemorial   Address,"   P.   20.
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thousand  law  Stud.ents  who  were   scattered   throughout  the   state
and  nation.10     Council  S.  Wooten,   previously  mentioned  as
having  been  one  of  Pearson's   students,   wrote  that   "Judge
John  Kerr  Was  his  first  law  st;ud,ent.     He  was  for  years   the
lead.er'  of  the  Thig  party,  was   candid.ate  for  governor,"   and
.he   (Kerr)   was   ''one   of  the  most  br.illiant  orators   in  the
State.tt    Thooten  also  wrote   that  Honorable   Jacob  Thompson,   of
Mississippi,  Secretary  of  the  Inter>ior  in  President
Buchanan's  Cabinet;,   read.  law  under  the   Chief  Justice.11
Governor  John W.   Ellis,   of  North  Carolina,   was  one  of  his
students.]2    James  Hobson,   another  student,  married  Sallie,
one   of  Pearson's   d.aughters,   and.  their   son,  -Richmond.  Pearson
Hobson,   became   a  naval  hero   in  the  Spanish-American War,
when  in  1898,  he   sank  the   ship Merrimac in  a  futile  attempt
to  block  the  harbor  in  Santiago,   tuba.13    Daniel  G.  Fowle,
another   stud.ent,   married,  another  one   of  Pearson's  d.aught;eps,
Ellen  Brent,   and  was  later  governor  of  the  state.lil.
A  congressman  fr'om  the   state,   Joseph  J.  Martin,
10Dick,   ''Memorial  Address,"   P.   20.
]Lfflooten,   ''A  Famous   Law  School,"   pp.   4.65-h.66.
12E±.'  p.  4,66.
L3Blac]owell  P.  Robinson,   editor,   The   North
ffi £¥3:;i Hill:  The  University
14.Dowd,   Sketches,   pp.   35-36.
Carolina
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studied.  under  Pearson  in  1857.15    Another   congressman  from
the   state,  W.  H.   H.   Cowles,   stud.led   at  Richmond  Hill  in
|866.16     A  third   student  who   became   a   congr'essman  was   John
Steele  Henderson,   who  was   also   on  the   North  Carolina   Code
Gormission  in  |88|.17
A  repor'ter  of  the   state  Supreme  Court   and  Attorney
Gener'al   of  th,e  St;ate,   Tayewell  I.   Hargrove,   was   Pearson's
student;L8  so  was   Philo  Hender>son,   a   gifted   poet   and
journalist,   who  wr'ote   the   poem  ''The  Flower   of  Catawba."L9
The   number'  of  Pearson's   students  wh,o  became   justices   of   the
Suprem,e   Court;   of  Nor.th  Car>olina   is   remarkable,   and,  can  be
considered  as  a   commentary  of  high  praise  for  their  renowned,
ins true t or .
Robert  P.  Dick,   who   is   quoted.  within  t;he   coijrse   of
this  paper',   stud,led  und,er  Pearson  and  later  sat  with  him  on
the  Supreme  Court  bench  from.1868  until  1872.     Thomas  Settle,
another>   student,   sat  with  Pearson  on  the  Supreme  Eourt  from
1868  until   1871,   and.  in  1872,   he  was   President   of  the
National  Republican  Convent;ion  at   Philad,elphia--t;he   only
Southern  Republican  ever  to  receive  this  honor.     He  was
L6Schenck,   "Journal,"   October   25,1880.
L7Wooten,    'tA  Famous   Law  School,"   p.   L|,66.
H±stor=8:im#::t£' 8:=±±#:?e6  :i::::±ta£¥:::i raphicalaries  L.
Vaili6E:pafl,  '1905-1917)I;-i,   300-308.     Hereinafter   cited  as
Ashe>  Ei98.  Ei±.
L9Archibald  Henderson,
The   aid  North  State   and.  the
THITTIEPublishing  Company,
author   and   editor>,   INorth  Carolina
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again  on  the  Supreme   Court  bench  with  Pearson   (in  succession
t;o   Jud,ge  R.   P.  Dick)   from,  1872  until  1876.     William.  Preston
Bynun   (1820-1909),   a  first-honor  graduate   of  I)avidson  College,
read   law  with  J.udge   Pearson,   and   in  1873,   went   to   the  Supreme
Cour.t  to  sit  with  his   old  teacher.2°    Alphonso  Calhoun  Avery,
a  University  of  INort;h  Carolina  graduate,   who   st;ood  first   in
his   class   of  1857,   read   law  under  Pearson  and  lat;er  becam.e
a   superior  court   judge   and   an  associate   justice   of  the
Supreme  Court  from  1889  until  1897.21     Avery's   length  of
service  on  this  high  tribunal  thus  came  after  the  death  of
Pearson.     David,  It.,,Furches   of  Davie   County  studied  law  under
Pearson  and.  was   elected.  a   superior   court   iud,ge,   and.  in  189L[.
he  became   a   judge   of  the  Supr'em.e   Court.     He   followed  his
teacher  into  th,e  Chief-just;iceship,   in  which  capacity  he
served.  from.1901  until  1903.     William  Alexander'  Hoke,
another   stud,ent,   was  associate   .justice   and   chief   justice   of
the  Supreme  Court  for  twenty  years,   fr>om  1905  until  1925.22
Thus   it   can  be   seen  that  Pearson  sat   on  the  bench  as   chief
justice  with  two  of  his  former  stud,ents,  Dick  and  Settle.
Later  he  again  sat  with  two  others,   Settle   and  Bynum..     After
2°Ashe,  Eigg.  HLi±.;   IIj   33-I,1j
21±±±±.,  vll,18-25j   RELg±±.
passim.
22fflilliam  Alexander>  Hoke's  notebook,   "County  'ffourt
Eectures  of  Chief  Justice  Pear'son,"  is  in  th,e  "illiam
Alexander  Hoke  Papers,   The  Southern  Historical  ffollection,
University  of  RTorth  t;arolina.
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his  d,eath,   four  others,   Avery,   Punches,   Faipcloth,   and  Hoke
(Furches   and.  Hoke   in  tim.e   became   chief   justices)   sat   on  the
Suprem.e   Court  bench.
There  wer'e   other   stud,ents  who  became   fan,ous   and
successful  later  in  life.     David.  Schenck,   whose   'tJournal"
gave   this  resear'cher  an  insight  into  Pearson's  law  school,
was   a  highly  successful  lawyer  and   suberiop  court   judge.
Thomas  a.  Fuller,   once   the  youngest  in.ember  of  i;he   Con fed,erate
Congress,   was   one   of  I'ear'son's   stud.ents   and,   when  Pearson
apprehended   that  he  might  be  im.peached  in  1870,  he  retained,
Fuller  to  defend  him  if  it  became  necessary.23    Rufus
Barringer,   another  student,  was  a   strong  advocate  of  rail-
road   construction  in  the  P£6dmont   section  of  INori=h  Carolina
and  a  pr'ime  factor  in  the   incorporation  of  the  North  Car>olina
Railrioad  Eompany.2h.     John  FT.   Clement,   his   son,   Lewis  H.
Element,   and  his   son-in-law,   Ephraim  I.   Gaither,  were  three
successful  lawyers  who  were  prepared  under  Pezprson.25    Louis
H.   Clement  becam.e  president   of  the  North  Carolina  Bar
ASsociation  in  |9o8.26
Richard,  a.   Puryear,   son  of  ex-congressm,an  R.   a.
23Ash,e,   ±±£g.   E±±±.,I,   277-286>   J2±±£±E£.
2h.±p±g.,  v|II,   98-101,  pis:£i±.
25The  RTorth  Carolina   Journal  of  Haw   (Published  at  the
Universi ty  of  North  Carol
26Ibid.
6F,Ho5,   11,   Li.65.
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Punyear  of  Huntsville,   one  of  Yadkin  County's  in.ost  beloved
citizens   and  lawyers,   gr.ad.uated.  from  Richrn.ond  Hill  Law
School,   and  opened  a   law  office   in  Yadkinville  in  18,78.27
The  nun.ber   of  stud.ents  who  becam.e  members   of  the   General
Asserribly  runs   into  the  .hundreds.     This  is  by  no  in.eans   a
complete  list  of  the   alumni  of  the  Richmond  Hill  Law  School,
but  from  it,   one  can  see  that  a  nun.ber  of  judges  and   several
of  the  most  prominent  lawyers  of  the  State  were  at  one  time
his   stud.ents.     This  list  of  students  can  never  be   complete
because  no  r'ecord.  exists  that  gives  a   complete  roll-call  of
the  men  who  attended  this  famous  institution.28    This  par.tial
list  does  show,  however,   that  the  influence  of  the  late  Chief
Justice  Pearson  did.  not  end,  with  his  d,eath,   but  continued.  on
in  the  achievements  of  ''his  boys''  who  had,  received  their
legal  training  on  the   ''Hill."
It   is  lmown  that  his   students  were  nirmerous,   and,  as   a
result  of  their  training,   t.hey  largely  shaped.  the  destiny  of
Nor'th  Carolina   jur.isprudence  during  the  last  half  of  the
nineteenth  century.     Associat;e   Justice  FTichael  Schenck  of
the  Supreme  Court   on  North  Carolina,   whose  father',   J-ud,ge




ams  Printing  Co., |B#:  ;?33. (Yadkinvi||e:
28See  Appendix   for  a  list  of  all  the  known  students.
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June  lh.,   1939,   states:
I  do  not  know  wh,ere   anything  like  a  complete  list   of
those  who  read  law  at  Richmond  Hill   could  be   obtained,
but  practically  all  of  the  lawyers  of  note  in  North
Carolina,   who  wer'e   licensed  in  the  L[,O's   and  50
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CHAPTER  V
RIclnroND  HILL  AFTER   PEARSONls   DEATH
Traveling  west  on  highway  67,   about;   six  miles  from
East  Bend,   INorth  Carolina,   one  will  sight  a   state  historical
site  marker  on  t.he  r'ig,ht   at  Wiseman's   Cross  Road.s   in  Yadkin
County.i    This  marker  points  out  the  general  d.irection  of
Richmond.  Hill.     To  reach  the   old  law  School,   it   is  necessary
to  walk  about  a  mile  d,own  a   small  foot-path.     Ther'e   in  a
clearing,   surrounded.  by  honeysuckle,   briar's,   and.  weed.s
stand.s  what  little  remains   of  the  Richmond  Hill  Iiaw  Sch,ool.
The  two-and-a-half  story  house  still  stands  tod.ay  over  a
century  after  Paton  Cor'um  laid  the  stout  brick  walls  for  the
Chief  Justice.    The  interior  of  the  building  shows  the
effect;s   of  time   and  the  elements.     The  numerous   student's
cottages,   and  other'  buildings  have  decayed.  and  fallen,   but
if  the  traveller  inspects  the  grounds,  he  can  find.  the  tell-
tale  signs  of  where  they  once   stood.     Part  of  one  wall  is
still  standing  where  the  ice  .house  used  to  be.     Nothing  can
be  found,,  however,   of  the   covered  wallthray  that   connected   the
kitchen  with  the  main  structure.    If  the  travelleri  inspects
the  ceilings  of  the  old.  structur.e,  he  will  find  a  crack  that
resulted  from  the  Charleston  earthquake  in  1892.    The  spring,
lsee  the  Appendix  for  a  picture  of  the  mar'ker'.
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located  about  fifty  yar>d,s  from  the  house,   is  filled  up  with
leaves  and,  other  trash,.     It  used  to  be  rock  lined,  and
furnished  the  house-hold  with  drinking  water,   as  well  as
water  to  d.o  the   laund.ry.     Besides   this,   it  was   a  favorite
gathering  place  for  the  students  to  read  and  to  listen  to
lectures  given  lc)y  the  Chief  Justice.     Today  ther.e  is  little
evid,ence  left  of  the  landscaped  terraces  that  used.  to  be
the  flower'  garden.     FTargaret,   Pearson's  first  wife,liked.
flowers  and  her  flower'  gard,en  consisted  of  a  plot  of  land
containing  an  estimated  two  to  t;hr'ee   acr'es.     The  gardner,
who  looked.  after  the  flowerts,   lived.  about  five  hundred
yards  up  the  trail  and  traces  of  his  log  cabin  can  still  be
located  if  one   looks  long  and.  hard  enough.
I)uring  the   1930's   a  in.ovement  was   star'ted   to  rest;ore
this  landmark  of  Yad,kin  Count;y  history.     Leaders  of  this
movement   such  as   Adelaide   11.   Fries,  `Earl   RTor'man,   and,   others,
working  with  the  North  Carolina  Society  for  the  Preservation
of  Antiquities,   were  forced  to   abandon  the  project  dur>ing
World mar  11.     The  promised,  state  road  to  the   site  was  also
abandoned  because  of  lack  of  funds   at  the   time.2
The  main  house  and,  th,irteen  acres  of  land.  had  been
donated,  to  the  society  by  th,e  Yokely  family  of  Mount;  Airy,
ITorth  Carolina.     The  deed  to  the  house,   th,irteen  acres  of
land,  a'nd  the  right  of  way  to  the  house  was   signed.  by  J.  F.
2Interview  with  Earl  Norm.an,   January  12,   1963.
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Yokley  and  Sallie  Yokley,  his  wife;   01t  H.  Yokley;   J.  8.
Yokley  and  Dorothy  Yokley,   his  wife;  R.   A.   George   and  FTathie
Yokley  George,   his  wife;   Sadie  Yokley  Payne   and  Alma  Yokley.
After  the  project  of  restoring  this  outstand.ing  historic
spot  in  Yadkin  County  was   temporarily  abandoned,   Pfr.  `Earl
FTorman  received  a   check  from  th,e   society  for  Sloo  to  have
the  roof  repaired  and,  the  wind.ows  board,ed  up.     Otis  Davis
of  the  East  Bend  community,   along  with  the  wr'iter's  father>,
Priide  E.  Wooten,   made   the  necessary  r'epairs   just  before
"orld  War  11.     Tod,ay  Bingham  Land  Investment  Company  of
Lewisville,   RTopth  Carolina,   owns  the   largest  part   of
''Pear>son  Hood.s,"3     a   tr.ack  of  timber  land   consisting  of
three  hundred  and  nine  acres.
At;  Richmond.  Hill,   Pearson  maintained   a   seat   of
learning  that  was  the  preeminent  authority  on  legal  matters
of  its  day.     Today  the  house   is  in  a  bad  state  of  decay  and.
th,ere  is  no  longer  a  beaten  path  to  its  door.     In  fact,   i;h,ere
is  hardly  any  path  leading  to  it  at  all.    This  is  deplorable,
because  in  the  estimation  of  this  researcher,  Richmond  M.
I'earson  was   the  most   influential  man  ever  pr.od.uced  by  the
Northwest  section  of  North  Car'olina.     It  is  also  true  that
he  was  possibly  the  in.ost   controver'sial  in.an  this   section  of
the   state  ever  knew:     RTow  that  more  than  eighty  years  have
3Interviews  with  James  Alber't  Hutchens,   January  13,
1963,   and  with  Ir'ma  Matthews,   January  12,   1963.
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elapsed  since  his  death,   it  is  still  fitting  and  proper  that
he  be  recognized  for  his  outstanding  contributions  of  which.
the  state  of  North  Carolina   can  be  proud,.
North  Carolina,   according  to  Attorney  General  Frank
I.   Osborne  in  his  formal  presentation  of  th,e  portr'ait  of
Chief  Justice  Pearson,   on  behalf  of  the  Pearson  family,   to
the  Supreme  Court   of  North  Carolina,   on  march  15,1893,
must  d.epend  for  her  intellectual  eminence  upon  her  great
jurists,   her>  Ruffins   and  her  Pear>sons,   and.  these   two--
the   one,   by  col:i']mon  consent,   h,er  great   expound.er   of  eq-uity,
the  other  the  grandest  common  law  lanyer  of  the  land,--
have   stist;aimed  her  pr'ominence  not   only  am.ong  her   sister
states,   but  carried  it  acr'oss  the  sea  and  firmely  fixed
it  in  t;h,e  bir'thplace  of  Englis.h  law.     It  is  impossible
to  think  of  eit;her'  one  of  these  great  Judges  without
thinking  of  his  great  rival.    The  differ'ence  between
their  intellects  has  been  best  d,escribed  by  Justice
Reade:   ''If  Ruff in  had  mor'e   scope,   Pear'son  had.  more   point;
:f E:ff:: ::S ::::e::a;:::g:np:::s::n::: :::i :::=::::tr
Permit  me   to   add  one   in.or'e
Pearson  was  more  original.   . TO:E.
to  this  distinction:
It  is  difficult  to  evaluate  the  total  influence  of  the
Richmond  Hill  Law  School  upon  North  Carolina   jurispr.udence.
There  were  over  one  thousand  men  who  received  their  legal
training  in  this  famous  law  school  and  where  does  this
influence  end?    Some  of  his  students  set  up  their  own  law
schools  later  in  life.     One  of  the  most  prominent  was  the
t'Dick  and  Dillard  Law  School''   set  up  in  Greensboro,   North
garolina   and   operated,  by  R.   P.   Dick  and  J.  H.  Dillard,.
I."Appendix,"   112  N.   a.
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Kemp  P.   Battle,   in  an  ad,dress   eleven  years   after'   Pear>son's
death,   declared.  that  he  was   ''wonderfully  genial  and  kind,
especially  to  young  in.en,"  and  that  th,is   tr'ait  mad.e  h,im
idolized  by  his  law  students.3    Proof  of  this,   Battle
continued,,   ''lies   in  the  fact;   that  his   stud.ents   spread.  abroad.
his   fame   as   a   law  teacher,"   and,  also   in  the  monument   erected.
to  his  in.emopy  in  Ciatwood  Gemetary  in  Raleigh,   North  Carolina,
by  his   former'  stud.ent;s.
In  192L[.,   'tthe  very  interesting  old  libraryt'  of
Pear'son  was  given  to  the  University  of  INorth  Carolina  Law
library  by  RErs.  Richrn.ond  Pearson,   wife  of  the  Chief  Justice's
son,   in  memory  of  her.  husband   and  his  father.6     The   seven
hur'1d,red  books
consisted  of  a  whole   set  of  original  editions  of  the
RTor.th  Carolina  Supreme   Cour't  Reports,   texts,   and   old
cod,es  published,  in  the   state.     Some  of  th.e  most  prized.
items  were   the  folio  volum.es   of  'English  law  books.     This
was   a   typical  INor>th  Carolina   lawyer's   library  of  his   d.ay,
but  more  important,   it  had  be
law  schools  of  the   state.   .   .
1:58ed  to  one  of  the  first
5Battle,   "History  of  the  Supreme   Cour't,"   103  IT.   a.   373.
6Ashe,  Erfe. Hist.,  VIII,162-166,   passim.
7Ashe,   History  9E Nor'th  Gar'olina,   p. lob..
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APPEREIX
APPENDIX   A
AliuMNI   0F  RICHMOND  HIIiL  I]AW  SCHOOL
Alphonso  Calhoun  Avery
I.  8.  Baily
W.   H.   Baily
Rufus  Bar.ringer.
Joha  Gray  Bynun
William  Preston  Bynum
J.   M.   Clement
HIT.   H.   clement
Theodore  H.   Cobb
W.   H.   H.   Cowles
Kerr  Craige
Robert  P.  Dick
John `w.  Eiiis
W.   T.  Fair'cloth
Daniel   G.   Gowle
John  J..  Howler
Thomas  a.  Fuller
David  Furches
E.   1].   Gaither
Tazewell  I.  Hargrove
a.   L.   Heitman
Jo.hn  Steele  Henderson
Philo  Hend.erson
J-ames   Hobson
Thomas  I).   Johnson
William  J.ohnston
And.Pew   Joyner
Thomas  S.   Kenan
Joha  Kerr
K.  Kyle
Francis   P.  Koonce
A.  J.  hoftin
Benjamin  F.   Long
M.   E.   Manly
Joseph  J.  martin
W.   J.   Means
W.   J.   Montgomery
James   Turner  Morehead
A.   M.   Mor>ning
Richmond  Pearson
Richar'd  a.   Puryear
Edwin  G.  Reade
David.  -Reid.
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W.   P.   Rod.man
Alfred  in.   Scales
Jurrius  I.  Scales
David  Schenck
Thomas   Set;tie
A.   K.   Simonton
Garland  Smith
Jacob   Thompson
Council  S.  Wooten
Glass   of   1871
Lewis  ".  Barringer
J.  a.  Bryan
Rufus  Bynun
J.  F.  Dortch
William  8.   Glerm
Robert  I.   Gray
William  A.   Hoke
J.ohm  F.   Laudon
Alex  Malloy
Murr'ay  F.  Smith
Sam.  8.   Spruill
George  E.  Wilson
J.   D.  .Winston
APPREH  a.
PHOTOGRAPHS
By  sADAVm  R'.   mc,CTEN
A  picture  of  Richmond  Mumford   Pearson  which  hangs   in
the  Yadkin  County  Goupthouse  at  Yadkinville,   North  garolina,
taken  on  July  13,   1963.
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